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ABSTRACT 
Rengga Dwi Septianto. 2015. A CASE OF LANGUAGE DISORDER ON 
APHASIA AND ITS PHONOLOGICAL ERROR FOUND WITHIN EDWYN 
COLLINS UTTERANCES AS A MAIN CHARACTER IN THE POSSIBILITIES 
ARE ENDLESS MOVIE. Thesis. English Letters Study Program, Cultures and 
Languages Faculty. 
Advisor: Irwan Rohardiyanto, M.Hum. 
Keywords : Psycholinguistic, Language Disorder, Aphasia, Phonological Error, 
Possibilities Are Endless, Edwyn Collins. 
 
Aphasia is another case of language disorder  represents a language 
disturbance and consequently, not only a neurology/anatomy affected but also a 
linguistic understanding. The aim of the research is to analyze (1) what types of 
Aphasia and its language disorder characteristics that are suffered by Edwyn 
Collins as a main character in The Possibilities Are Endless movie? and (2) how 
do the language disorder characteristics of aphasia affect to the phonological error 
that are found within Edwyn Collins’ utterances in the perspective of 
Psycholingistics?.  
This research used descriptive-qualitative method.  The data of this 
research was utterances of Edwyn Collins as an aphasic person and the main 
character in the movie. The source of data was the movie entitled The Possibilities 
Are Endless released on 2014. The data were analyzed by using Aphaisa theory 
described by Ardila (2010 & 2014) and the theory of  phonological error 
described by Lass (1984). The researcher used the data validation to validate the 
data that had been found within Edwyn Collins utterances in the movie by giving 
them to the expert.  
Derived from the analysis, this research unveils 65 data classified into the 
language disorder characteristics of Broca Aphasia namely repetition, naming, 
phonetic deviation, phonological literal paraphasia, verbal paraphasia, 
agrammatism, and non fluent. There are 24 data that consist of phonological error 
issue namely, assimilation (regressive, progressive, reciprocal), dissimilation, 
deletion (apharesis, syncope, apocope), and insertion. Based on the analysis of the 
research the type of Aphasia that is suffered by Edwyn Collins is Broca Aphasia 
(expressive aphasia) which the most dominant characteristics are non-fluent and 
repetition that somehow lead to the occurrence of phonological error within 
words/phrases such as assimilation, dissimilation, deletion, and insertion. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of The Study 
Linguistics is the study of human natural language, which has an 
important impact on fields as diverse as education, cognitive psychology, 
philosophy, computer science, neurosciences, anthropology, sociology, 
language teaching, and artificial intelligence. Halliday (2006) states that 
this field is the scientific study of language, which has several aspects 
related to the study, there are three aspects: language form, language 
meaning, and language in context.  Language which a person speaks 
affects to some extent to what he or she has in his or her mind.  
Language is a tool to deliver the idea, by saying the words form, 
people communicate each other. Thus, it is pretty clear that something 
which happens inside someone’s mind and language he or she speaks 
cannot be separated from each other. It tightly has correlation to the 
mind’s condition. The good condition of the mind is important to make 
someone able to transmit the idea into language form via the utterances 
when they speak. The good condition of mind also impacts to the abilities 
of a person to express his or her idea correctly, the way how to think 
clearly when solving the problem in life, and how they communicate well 
to each other. 
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Psycholinguistics is a combined approach through psychology and 
linguistics for the study or the study of language knowledge, language use, 
language change, and the things associated with it, which is not easily 
achieved or approached through one of the two sciences separately or 
individually (Lado, 1976). Psycholinguistics approach itself has been 
adopted by many linguists and clinicians all over the world. According to 
the models of language processing, an attempt is made to interpret the 
phenomenon which occurs during the communication which leads to the 
facts whether the speakers are in the normal or disordered language. Many 
experts have their own perspectives, thoughts, and idea toward this field, 
as its center is about how people process language from producing speech 
sounds and understanding words to participate in discourse. This field also 
includes first and second language acquisition, language/speech disorder, 
aphasia, reading, and many other issues. To use language –whether to 
speak or listen, to write or read- is about to take actions (Austin, 1962). 
Psycholinguistics is about the social and the cognitive process by which 
people carry out these actions. 
A language disorder phenomenon occurs when an individual shows 
impaired expression or comprehension of a spoken, written or other 
symbol system. In the floor of communication, the speakers have their 
own role to take the turn then figure the idea out through the words or 
sentences they are speaking, transmitting the thoughts into the form of 
words or sentences via utterance. The good function of brain and its 
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speech organ will definitely impact to the way how people speak. 
According to Indah & Abdurrahman (2008) the function of brain and good 
speech organ will make easy to communicate well. Yet, for those who 
have an impairment of the brain and speech organ function would 
definitely difficult to produce a language, either receptive or productive. In 
the linguistics field, an inability of acquiring and processing the 
information might be called as language disorder. Language disorder can 
cause issues with the comprehension within spoken, written and other 
forms of linguistics. 
Aphasia is the loss or impairment of language function caused by 
brain damage (Benson, 1996). This disease is most often caused by stroke, 
or other possible causes are head trauma, brain tumour, and infections. In 
fact, person who suffers from aphasia totally or partly is impaired on 
speaking, reading, writing, and comprehend spoken language ability. As a 
language disorder which is caused by the brain damage, aphasia definitely 
affects to the ability of communication, it will not only impact to the 
person who suffers from aphasia itself but precisely to people whom they 
communicate to. 
An aphasia phenomenon which impacts to the language usage is 
nicely portrayed in the documentary movie entitled The Possibilities Are 
Endless directed by Edward Lovelace. In February 2005, two days after 
complaining of feeling unwell he was rushed to intensive care in London’s 
Royal Free hospital. Following surgery to stop further bleeding on the 
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brain, pop star Edwyn Stephen Collins also known as Ed Collins suffers 
from aphasia disease. Two devastating strokes had left him six months in 
the hospital paralyzed and barely able to speak. He was a singer of the 
famous indie band from Scotland named Orange Juice. A Girl Like You 
was a song which led him to his career peak at that time. Since he got 
stroke, he was hardly trying to get his abilities back, especially in speaking 
and singing. 
Based on the previous research findings, there are two major 
aphasic syndhromes; Brocka’s Aphasia and Wernicke’s Aphasia. In each 
part of those major syndromes at least there are four subtypes of aphasia; 
Conduction Aphasia, Transcortical Motor Aphasia (Dysexcecutive), 
Transcortical  Sensory Aphasia, Suplementary Motor Area (SMA) 
Aphasia. Thus, there is gap left by the previous study, as what Ed Collins 
shows the symptoms, the researcher found the characteristic of Brocka’s 
Aphasia in his utterance as follow 
Interviewer : “Edwyn, you spent six months in the hospital, 
you know everything has changed…”  
 Ed Collins : “uh… yea… aaa… six months in.. in hospital, I 
couldn’t say.. a.. a word. Yes.. a.. no.. and the possibilities are 
endless…”  
This data shows that Ed Colins while having interiew session with 
another TV Show in UK is unable to speak fluently as what he did before 
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he got this disease. If language defects are quite different; while the 
lexical/semantic dimension of the language is preserved, grammar is 
seriously impaired. Language is scarce, nonfluent, and poorly articulated, 
but language understanding is relatively well preserved, as what Ardila 
(2010) has stated in his A New Classification of Aphasias it can be 
predicted as Broca aphasia symptomp, although the other symptomps can 
be appeared too.  
In conclusion, the researcher interested to analyze the type of 
aphasia and aphasia’s symptoms / language disorder features of the 
aphasia which suffers from Edwyn Collins that is impaired his 
language/speaking ability and how it relates to the phonological error 
aspects which is evoked by his utterances in The Possibilities Are Endless 
Movie.  
B. Problem Statements 
Based on the description in the background of the study, the 
researcher formulates problem questions as follow 
1. What are the types of Aphasia that Edwyn Collins suffers as a main 
character in The Possibilities Are Endless movie that impacts to his 
language ability? 
2. How do Edwyn Collins’s utterances affect to the phonological error 
aspects that are found within The Possibilities Are Endless movie in 
the perspective of Psycholingistics?  
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C. Problem Limitation 
The researcher focuses on the analysis of the type of aphasia and 
its language features which are experienced by Edwyn Collins’ utterances 
that make him unable to produce language properly and its relation to the 
phonological error within his words/phrases that have been uttered in the 
movie entitled The Possibilities Are Endless. Edwyn Collins gets this 
aphasia due to stroke that attacks him before losing ability in producing 
language properly. The researcher analyzes the types of aphasia by 
classifying the symptoms within his utterances by using the theory of 
aphasia proposed by Alfredo Ardila (2010 & 2014) and its relation to the 
occurance of phonological error issue by using Roger Lass (1984) theory. 
 
D. Objective of The Study 
The objective of the research can be stated as follow: 
1.  To show and describe the types of aphasia and its language 
characteristics based on the symptoms that are produced by Edwyn 
Collins within his utterances in The Possibilities Are Endless movie. 
2. To show and explain the phonological error experienced by an aphasic 
person based on the perspective of The Rules of Phonology in The 
Possibilities Are Endless movie. 
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E. The Benefits of The Study 
There are some benefits of this study, (1) theoretically for the 
academic society this research can enrich the discussion of language 
disorder especially in aphasia and serve as an additional reference to the 
other researcher who did a research in the psycholinguistics field. (2) 
Practically, the research findings expected to give information to the 
reader about discussion in linguistics field precisely on psycholinguistics 
that deals with language disorder particularly in aphasia case. 
Furthermore, it can enlighten reader’s mind so that they able to accept the 
existence of person who suffers from aphasia and the other kinds of 
language disorder wisely. To understand more people with language 
disturbance especially in aphasia as they deserve to be treat as people with 
normal language ability.  
 
F. Definition of The Key Terms 
In order to understand the terms within the research, there are several 
key terms throughout the first until the last chapter, namely; 
1. Psycholinguistics   : Psycholinguisticsis the study of the process 
by which people use language (H. Clark, 1997).   
2. Language Disorder : Language disorders are disorders that 
involve the processing information, problems that may be experienced 
can involve grammar, semantics, pragmatics, or other of linguistics’ 
aspects (Dulm, 2002).  
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3. Aphasia   : Aphasia can be defined as the loss or 
impairment of language caused by brain damage (Benson & 
Ardila,1996). 
4. Phonology   :  the study of sound structure in language, 
which is different from the study of sentence structure (syntax) or 
word structure (morphology), or how languages change over time 
(historical linguistics) (Odden, 2005). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Theoritical Framework 
1. Psycholinguistics 
Psycholinguistics explores the relationship between the human 
mind and language. It treats the language user as an individual rather 
than a representative of a society- but an individual whose linguistic 
performance is determined by the strengths and limitations of the 
mental apparatus which we all share (Field, 2003). Psycholiguistics is 
the study of linguistics and psychology which are brought to bear on 
the study of the cognitive aspects of human in their language 
understanding and production. Psychology itself is a scientific 
discipline which deals with behaviour and mind. According to Herbert 
Clark (1997) psycholinguistics includes the study of children’s 
acquisition of language. This discipline focuses on how people’s action 
contributes to their cognitive process and social life. Idea, 
persceptions, feeling, memory are the part of mind which occur in the 
brain. Meanwhile, what people do as well in their routine life is named 
as behaviour. Thus, this discipline concerns on mind process and 
behaviour which is both of them cannot be seperated from the 
language use. At its center is how people process language from 
producing speech sounds and understanding words to participating in 
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discourse. In other hand, it also includes first and second language 
acquisition, aphasia, speech/language disorders, reading, and many 
other issues. Unlike the psychology, psycholinguistics has lots of 
charateristics that make this theory diffrent from the pure of 
psychology. Psycholinguistics has already borrowed lots of other 
discipline – linguistics, computer science, sociology,  philosopy, and 
anthropology. 
As what H. Clark and E.V. Clark (1977) stated at least there are 
three core elements of this discipline; communication – why people 
use language in the first place-, then take up to listening and speaking, 
and turn to the mental representations necessary for using language. It 
has a tight relation to the communication which is to use language 
within speak or listen, read or write that aimed to take an action 
(Levinson, 1983). Dardjowidjojo puts a term in the psycholinguistics 
as the hybrid discipline which combine linguistics and psychology 
field. 
People always have their main role wether they want to speak 
or not to speak, try or not to try, identify, understand and react to 
others through their words. Psycholinguistics simply is about the social 
and cognitive process by which people carry out these actions. As what 
Jhon Field (2003) had qualified into two major goals; (1) to establish 
an understanding of the process which underlie the system we call as 
language, (2) to examine language as a product of the human mind and 
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thus as evidence of the way in which human beings organise their 
thoughts and impose patterns upon their experiences.  
 
2. Languge and The Brain 
The way how oral communication runs properly from speaker 
to the listener is started from the human brain. the brain has its 
creative system  which make people find the topic or idea to be shared 
to the listener.  The very first stage of oral communication is started 
from the linguistics stage. This stage is known as selection stage 
whereas elements of the language are considered  to be  suitable with 
the topic or idea that happen in human brain.  then, the next stage is 
the human brain turns the motoric nerve and sends stimulation to the 
speech muscle, it is also called as the phisiological stage. To know 
more about language the researcher classifies the differences among 
communication, speech and language itself.  Those three points are 
having a tight relation.  
a. Communication 
As what stated by Indah (2017) communication is a such a 
medium for people to share information. The term covers 
any means by which two individuals exchange information. 
While language is one type of communication, it is not the 
only one. There are at least five elements that the researcher 
had already pointed out about comunication; information, 
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speaker, listener, motive, and medium. Communication also 
has three functions; 
1. Instrumental  
Is the way how communication is aimed to influence 
somebody to act like what the speaker has been 
planned for. Briefly, asking for permission or a 
refusal. 
2. Social 
Is the way how communication is aimed to influence 
the mental condition of the listener. 
3. Expressive 
Is the way how to express the speaker’s own mental 
condition. 
b. Speech  
It is called as speech because of the existence of 
vocalization whereas the speaker is able to produce a 
meaningful voices. There are two factors;  
1. Shape, size and the position of articulation the speaker 
used. Speech somehow needs a complect relation 
among tounge, teeth, nostril, soft and hard palate, 
throat, and the ability of vibrating the vocal cords. 
2. The ability of exhaling and breathing in the same 
time. Human are better in controlling their breathing 
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than the mostly other species. This control creates the 
varition of sound from the vocal air from human’s 
lungs. 
 
c. Language 
Language is a communication system. There are 
different communication systems and consequently, 
different types of language: sign language, animal 
languages, computers languages, etc. Human language is a 
specific example of a communication system characterized 
by the use of a limited amount of articulated sounds 
(phonemes), which can be combined in different ways to 
create meaningful units (morphemes and words) (so called 
“double articulation”; that is, speech output can be divided 
into meaningful elements –words-, which can be further 
subdivided into sound elements –phonemes-) (Ardila, 
2014). 
Producing language is a common thing for human 
as breathing that unconsciously happen in our daily life. 
But if we try to dig more about this case, if we all people 
are not using language anylonger, surely we will lose our 
identitiy as homosapiens because the language itself is a 
mirror of humanity. Language also makes us different from 
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the other creation. As what has been explained before, 
language has its own characteristic from communication 
and speech; 
1. Language is voluntary. It is under our individual 
control. 
2. Language is symbolic. It represents something other 
than itself. The connection between the word ROSE 
and a multi-petalled flower with a thorny stem is a 
purely arbitrary one. If all English speakers agreed to 
change the word to SEOR or EROSE, it would not in 
any way change the nature of the object that it 
represents. The critical factor is that the entire speech 
community agrees on the label that is attached to a 
particular entity - thus enabling a speaker to transmit 
meaning to a listener who shares the system.  
3. Language is systematic. In terms of vocabulary, this 
means that words operate in sets, dividing up an area of 
meaning between them. In terms of grammar, language 
is structure-dependent, with words combining into 
phrases and phrases combining into sentences. We 
cannot regard a sentence as a simple thing because 
words cluster together to form higher-level patterns. 
For example, in English does not use the word “Afraid” 
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for the whole range of types of fear because we have 
alternatives in “Timid” or “Terrified” or “Scared”. 
4. Language operates in two different modalities: speech 
and writing. Of the two, speech is regarded as primary. 
This is partly because it preceded writing historically; 
writing is a by-product of speech. It is also because, in 
the life of an individual, reading and writing are learnt 
as a consequence of having acquired speaking and 
listening skills. 
Language makes us as a social beings. Language itself 
tighten the society no matter how they are dealing with 
their own problems. Thus, language has a main role in 
creating, developing and guiding the society in general. 
 
d. Brain  
Brain is a special organ that God had ever given to 
human. As the other part of human body, brain also has its 
own characterization. The human brain’s cortex is much 
more extensive than the other species. Also its pre-frontal 
areas are up to six times bigger than a chimpanzee. In 
human beings, a greater proportion of the motor area is 
given over to the control of mouth, tongue, and jaw (Field, 
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2003). Here are the parts of the brain that the researcher has 
elaborated; 
1. Upper vs Lower 
The upper surface of the brain consists of 'grey matter' 
(that is its colour when exposed to air) known as the 
cortex (or cortical area). It deals with many of the more 
complex operations, including making connections 
with stored information, analysing input and controlling 
sophisticated muscular movements. Below it is the sub-
cortex of 'white matter', which is mainly nerve cell 
fibres. In general, the lower parts of the brain are 
responsible for reflex actions, controlling functions 
such as breathing and heart beats. The cerebellum at the 
base of the brain has a delicate role in co-ordinating a 
range of muscular movements which have become 
highly automatic. 
2.  Left vs Right 
The brain divides into two hemispheres, one on the left 
(from the perspective of the owner of the brain) and one 
on the right. They are joined by a complex web of 
nerve connections known as the corpus callosum. The 
left hemisphere controls movement and sensation on 
the right side of the body while the right hemisphere is 
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linked to the left side. Generalising enormously, the left 
hemisphere in most individuals is associated with 
analytic processing and symbolisation, while the right 
is associated with perceptual and spatial representation.  
3. Front vs Back  
The outer surface of the brain is marked by mounds 
(gyri) and valleys (sulci). These serve to mark out four 
major regions in each hemisphere, known as lobes. 
They are the frontal lobe at the front, the temporal lobe 
running from front to back and the occipital and 
parietal lobes at the back. (Jhon Field, 2003) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: https://www.merckmanuals.com/-
/media/manual/professional/images/neu-brain-lobes-
pv.gif?la=en&thn=0 
(Figure 1 Brain Area) 
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Source: http://www.tulane.edu/~h0Ward/BrLg/_images/cortex-
LobesTopColor.png  
(Figure 2 Brain Area from the Top) 
3. How the Brain Produces Language 
Shultz (2009) as a speech language-pathologist stated that a 
spontaneous poken language process is beginning from the idiea 
that occurs in human brain then Wernicke’s area retrieves words, 
sentence structure. It is being sent to Broca’s area via the Arcuate 
Fasciculus then Broca’s area formulates an action plan. Plan is 
being sent to primary motor cortex that placed in the central part of 
the left hemisphere, this part is between Wernicke and Broca’s 
area. Primary motor cortex refines it and sends to the cranial nerves 
for speech muscles via the pyramidal system.  
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Source : Judith Robillard Shultz (2009) 
(Figure 3 Language Area in the Brain) 
 
4. Language Disorder   
Language disorder is the most common problem that happens 
in society since long years ago. It surely impacts to the way how 
people interact to other. When the trouble related to language usage 
comes, the relationship between person-to-person or society presicely 
didn’t run well. The impairment of speaking ability caused by brain 
damage or any other disease might be called as language disorder. The 
words that they (people who had language impairment) want to say 
tend to stack up in the head though they have somthing to be shared to 
other.   
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As what Field (2003) argues that language disorder can be 
developmental (present from early childhood) or they can be acquired 
as the result of surgery, a stroke, an accident or old age. There are at 
least two types of language disorder; devolped and acquired. The 
developed language disorder is the condition where the person who 
suffers from this illness unable to speak fluently because the deviation 
which is acquired since newborn. Then, acquired language disorder 
which is caused by something impaired after operation, stroke, aging, 
or getting an accident. Van Dulm (2002) states that language disorders 
are disorders that involve the processing information, problems that 
may be experienced can involve grammar, semantics, pragmatics, or 
other of linguistics’ aspects. Language impairment is characterized by 
a later onset and slower pace of language development than in children 
without deficits, with continuing problems in language comprehension 
or production and in the acquisition of literacy skills (Nippold). Some 
research reveal that people with language impairment or known as 
language disorder have difficulty in processing various types of 
linguistics information – phonological, lexical, morphological, 
syntactic, preventing them from acquiring a large and diverse lexicon. 
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5. Aphasia 
Human language is a specific example of a communication 
system characterized by the use of a limited amount of articulated 
sounds (phonemes), which can be combined in different ways to 
create meaningful units (morphemes and words) (so called “double 
articulation”; that is, speech output can be divided into meaningful 
elements –words-, which can be further subdivided into sound 
elements –phonemes-). Tongue is the specific verbal communication 
system characteristic of a human community (for instance, English, 
Spanish, Chinese, etc). Speech refers to the phonoarticulatory act that 
produces the acoustic signal in which phonemes and words are coded. 
Consequently, human language is a cognitive process, whereas speech 
is a neuromuscular process. Impairments in languages are referred as 
aphasias, whereas impairments in speech are known as dysarthrias 
(Ardila, 2014). 
Paul Broca had already done a head surgery in 1863 which led to 
the great discovery. He was a French surgeon who firstly had 
discovered what now called as hemispheres (both left or right). From 
tweenty of his patients who suffer from severe language impairment 
that he handled, there are ninteen cases that appeared as a result from 
a brain lesion on the left side of the head, slightly below the top of the 
ear (the lower part of the left frontal lobe). Later in 1874, a German 
doctor named Carl Wernicke demonstrated –respond to the previous 
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discovery from Paul Brocka-  a language impairment related to the 
brain damage happened in different area of the brain. This happened 
in left area of the brain, behind and above the left ear (the posterior 
part of the temporal lobe). these two areas now difine as Broca’s area 
and Wernicke’s area which had taken from the name of its 
discoverer; Paul Brocka and Carl Wernick.  
Aphasia represents a language disturbance and consequently, not 
only a neurologic/anatomic but also a linguistic understanding is 
required. Ardila states that people who suffers from aphasia  may lose 
the ability to use language in two rather different ways: the language 
impairment can be situated on the paradigmatic axis (similarity 
disorder) or the syntagmatic axis (contiguity disorder). Damage to 
both areas of the brain will often (but not always) lead to the condition 
which known as aphasia, in which the patient who suffers from this 
illnes will lose his ability on processing language in brain that make 
him unable to speak fluently. Alferdo Ardila (2014) states that any 
abnormal condition affecting the brain areas involved in language can 
result in aphasia. However, the specific symptomps of the language 
impairment depend upon the particular brain area that is affected. It is 
devided into at least two types; Broca’s Aphasia and Wernicke’s 
Aphasia whereas both of them have fluent and non-fluent types of 
aphasia. Languange production impairments which are caused by 
anterior damage is categorized as Broca’s Aphasia, while posterior 
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pathology is associated with language understanding difficulties and 
disturbances in the phonological, lexical, and semantic language 
systems is categorized as Wernicke’s Aphasia.  
a. Broca Aphasia 
According to Jackobson (1964) in Broca’s Aphasia the 
syntagmatic axis of language is impaired while the selection 
proces (Paradigmatic Axis) is normal.  In Broca-type of aphasia, 
language defects are quite different; while the lexical/semantic 
dimension of the language is preserved, grammar is seriously 
impaired. Language is scarce, nonfluent, and poorly articulated, 
but language understanding is relatively well preserved. That 
means, the selfection process (paradigmatic axis) is normal. 
Indeed, in Broca’s aphasia two different distinguishing 
characteristics can be observed, one at the motor level and the 
other at the purely language level: (1) there is on one hand a 
motor component (lack of fluency, disintegration of the speech 
kinetic melodies, verbal-articulatory impairments, etc., that is 
usually referred as apraxia of speech); and (2) on the other hand, 
there is a reduction in the grammar, usually referred as 
agrammatism (Ardila, 2010).  
People with Broca’s aphasia have damage to the frontal lobe 
of the brain. They frequently speak in short phrases that make 
sense but are produced with great effort. They often omit small 
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words such as ”is,” ”and,” and ”the.” For example, a person with 
Broca’s aphasia may say, ”Walk dog,” meaning, ”I will take the 
dog for a walk,” or ”book book two table,” for ”There are two 
books on the table.” People with Broca’s aphasia typically 
understand the speech of others fairly well. Because of this, they 
are often aware of their difficulties and can become easily 
frustrated. People with Broca’s aphasia often have right-sided 
weakness or paralysis of the arm and leg because the frontal lobe 
is also important for motor movements. 
Broca’s area to some extent is not specialized  in producing 
language, in certain neural activity it’s not only support on the 
speech production part, but also a morphosyntax. Thus, this Broca 
aphasia will tend to use only very short sentences containing 
mostly with meaningful words (noun). A person with Broca’s 
aphasia relies mostly on important key words (nouns and verbs) 
to communicate their message. In severe cases, sentences can be 
as short as a single word (noun). It can be simply defined that 
Broca Aphasia based on Ardhila (2014) is a condition in losing 
the ability to combine the linguistics elements. People with Broca 
aphasia presents diverse types of language deviations and 
abnormalities; 
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1. Repetition 
The ability to repeat represents one of the major 
elements  in aphasia classification. Repetition may deficits in 
limitation of auditory-verbal short term memory, dificulties at 
the level of phonological production, impairments in 
phoneme recognition, and semantic and syntatic 
cemprehension. Errors are not only quantitatively but also 
qualitatively. Ardila (2014) proposes that repetition may 
defect in four aspects; words, non-words, sound and 
syllables, and sentences as the larger unit. Error in repetition 
can be high or low in particular group of aphasia but in the 
Broca type of aphasia the deficit happens in at the level of 
phonological production, defects in grammar comprehension, 
and the use of complex syntax. 
As the classification that has been explained before, the 
researcher devides repetition itself into non word and word. 
For example, non word; a...a...a.. / eum..eum.. and word; 
going to... going to... It can happen two times or more. As 
this datum is showed below the repetition of word and non 
word occur in Ed Collins utterance in.  
Datum 01/E/02:43/MJ/B /RP/AG 
Eum.. eum....(pause) I love.. a.. a.. a.. a.. en.. 
en..enough... she.. is a.. a.. no.. no... 
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2. Naming 
Naming difficulties represent the most common defect 
in aphasia. Virtually, all types of aphasia present 
impairments in naming. However, the specific 
characteristic of naming defect can be significantly 
different in different types of aphasia. The process in 
finding a proper word is actualy impaired (naming 
impairment or failure). People who suffer from Expressive 
aphasia in this case is Broca Aphasia have difficulty in 
naming objects even though they actually know what the 
object is. Ardila (2014) classifies the deficit in naming of 
person with Broca Aphasia into several aspects;  
- Confrontation (line drawings and photograph) 
• Object and actions (nouns and verbs) 
• Oral and written 
- To define some objects 
- Fluency 
• Category  
• Initial letter 
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3. Phonetic Deviations 
They refer to misproduce phonemes that can still be 
recognized. Most commonly deviations in phonetic aspect 
are found in Broca’s aphasia. 
 
4. Phonological (Literal) Paraphasias  
Based on the phonological perspective they are the 
words that are incorrect from the point of view of the 
phonological composition. They are also referred as 
phonemic or literal paraphasias. There are four language 
deficits in relation to the phonological issues;  
-Phoneme omissions (e.g., pencil->pecil) 
-Phoneme additions (e.g., pencil->prencil) 
-Phoneme displacements (e.g., pencil->pelcin) 
-Phoneme substitutions (e.g., pencil->percil) 
 
5. Verbal Paraphasias 
They refer to the substitution of meaningful units in 
language. There are several possibilities: 
a. Formal paraphasias: based on the phonological 
composition the words that have been replaced are 
similar but diffrent in their meaning. It means that the 
replaced words are having the diffrent meaning but the 
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replaced word siunds quite similar. Oftenly they can 
also be interpreted as phonological paraphasias (e.g., 
cat->can). 
b. Morphemic paraphasias: in this part people with 
broca aphasia tends to have erroneous of using bound 
morphemes. That makes the word that has been 
produces generally non-sense or having no meaning. 
(e.g., summerly). 
c. Semantic paraphasias: there are replacing and 
replaced words which is both words (replacing and 
replaced) are semantically related (e.g., cat->dog). 
d. Unrelated paraphasias: sometimes people with broca 
aphasia will tend to introduce words that do not seem to 
have any relationship with the current linguistic 
context. The word arranging in this unrelated 
paraphasias is totally impaired.  (e.g., cat->pencil). 
 
6. Agrammatism 
Agrammatism is a disruption of the grammatical 
structure of the language, observed in Broca’s aphasia, 
characterized by a reduction in the use or omission of 
grammatical morphemes. Aggramatism has several 
characteristics esspecially in selecting the proper word that 
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match to whole sentence as it shoud be, such as;  (1) most 
of people with broca aphasia that have aggramatism 
showed a loss of fluency in connecting words into phrases 
in their utterances; (2) loss of inflectional forms and 
syntactical words; and (3) loss of melody and rhythm 
within even short phrases. In aggramatism the reduction of 
correct sentence is a common deficit that occur during 
utterence. Also losing the syntatic rules which organize 
words into a higher unit that make the degeneration of  
proper sentences into a ‘word heap’. Conjunctions, 
prepositions, pronouns, articles, and inflectional endings 
(morphemes) are lost. In aggramatism people who have this 
deficit will tend to produce more errors sentence during 
utterance, experiencing more stress, and trying so hard to 
arrange the word in a proper way as its context.  Peson who 
suffer from broca aphasia having maximum difficulty to 
use (and understand) morphemes mostly in connectors and 
affixes.   
As this data below the proper sentence must be “I 
love her and she is enough” but Edwyn Collins utters as 
this datum is showed.  
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Datum 01/E/02:43/MJ/B /RP/AG 
Eum.. eum....(pause) I love.. a.. a.. a.. a.. en..  
en..enough... she.. is a.. a.. no.. no... 
    
7. Non Fluent  
Nonfluent symptoms have a grammatical deficit 
which impedes for example the processing of thematic 
roles, clients with fluent aphasia have a lexico-semantic 
deficit which impedes their processing of thematic roles 
(Ardila 2014). This  would impact to the conversational 
language process of person with Broca Aphasia. People 
with broca aphasia will tend to produce utterance in a 
limited words, slow and really effortful. Pauses are the 
most common symtpom that occur in every sentences that 
she/he produced. Pauses occur as a result of processing 
words that happen in the language area of the brain. Pauses 
that occurs in few seconds is categorized as the symptomp 
for prople with broca aphasia in producing utterance non 
fluently. Non fluent symptomp is marked by humming like 
errrr, eummm, eyyy, or asshhh this happens oftenly during 
the utterance. This happens also as a prove that language 
process is impaired in the left hemisphere. Having trouble 
in uttering the word in full and proper, person with this 
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broca aphasia will tend to say en...enough rather than 
enough. Sigh in the middle of the sentence is also kind of 
symptomp of this non-fluent case. Pause is also most 
commonly symptom that occur in non-fluent. 
As the datum showed below when Edwyn Collins 
tries to say i can see her in my minds but it turns into i can 
seen errr.. in my minds eyyy... with humming in the middle 
sentence and in the last sentence. 
Datum 13/E/13:52/MJ/B/NF 
i can seen errr.. in my minds eyyy... 
 
b. Wernicke Aphasia 
Damage to the temporal lobe (the side portion) of the brain 
may result in a fluent aphasia called Wernicke’s aphasia. In 
most people, the damage occurs in the left temporal lobe, 
although it can result from damage to the right lobe as well. 
People with Wernicke’s aphasia may speak in long sentences 
that have no meaning, add unnecessary words, and even create 
made-up words. 
For example, someone with Wernicke’s aphasia may say, 
“You know that smoodle pinkered and that I want to get him 
round and take care of him like you want before.” As a result, it 
is often difficult to follow what the person is trying to say.  In 
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Wernicke’s Aphasia the language defect is situated at the level 
of meaningful words (nouns). The development of Wernicke’s 
ideas about brain organization of language, and includes two 
basic distinctions; (1) aphasia can be fluent or non-fluent, and 
(2) aphasia can be cortical, subcortical, or transcortical 
(Benson, 1979). Wernicke’s Aphasia represents the clinical 
syndrome with the impairments of selecting process. 
Wernicke’s aphasia patients may not fully discriminate the 
acoustic information contained in speech.  
In this Wernicke aphasia the level of defect happens on the 
meaningful words (nouns). A word selection and phoneme are 
deficient but language syntax is well preserved or even 
overused (paragrammatism). This type of aphasia represents a 
syndhrome characterized by impairments in the way how to 
select word (selection process). In Wernick-type aphasia the 
paradigmatic axis is defect. This kind of aphasia tends to show 
the fluent speech with intact function words and syntatic 
structure but little in meaning. People with Wernicke’s aphasia 
usually have great difficulty understanding speech, and they are 
often unaware of their mistakes. These individuals usually have 
no body weakness because their brain injury is not near the 
parts of the brain that control movement. 
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 People who suffers from this disease have problems in 
recalling the words ( memory of the words) and also in 
associating the words with specific meanings; semantics of the 
words can be abnormal. At least three different deficits underlie 
Wernicke-type aphasia: (1) phoneme discrimination 
impairments (auditory verbal agnosia); (2) verbal memory 
impairments; and finally (3) lexical/semantic association 
deficits Ardila(2010).
 
Adapted from Ardila, 2010. (Figure 4 Wernicke classification) 
 
 
1. Syntagmatic Paraphasias 
A paraphasia does not necessarily refer to a single 
word. Substitutions may appear with more complex linguistic 
units (e.g., the aquarium of the fish -> the cage of the lion). 
2. Circumlocutions 
When unable to find a name, the aphasic patient can 
replace the name by a circumlocution (e.g., pencil->for 
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writing). Usually, the circumlocution refers to the function of 
the object; on occasion, to the object’s composition (e.g., 
pencil->that long wooden object with something inside). 
 
3. Neologisms 
Sometimes, the target word has been so significantly 
changed, that is unrecognizable.  (e.g., pencil->cartin). 
4. Jargon 
Jargon refers to a fluent, abundant, well-articulated 
language output that lacks meaning for the listener. 
Sometimes a further distinction is established among three 
different types of jargon, according to the type of language 
deviation that predominates in the patient, making impossible 
to understand his/her speech: phonological jargon, semantic 
jargon, and neologistic jargon. It is supposed that the jargon 
is due to diverse deviation in the patients’ language output. 
For instance, the sentence “I use a pencil for writing” can 
become: 
- In phonologic jargon: “I ute a telcin vor liting” 
- In semantic jargon: “I throw a glass for reading” 
- In neologistic jargon: “I tro a plas por leti” 
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5. Paragrammatism 
Paragrammatism refers to a verbal output that violates 
the normative rules of morphosyntactic conventions. 
Paragrammatism simply is the result from a lack of such 
strategic adaptation – the computational overload now causes 
morphological erron to occur. (e.g., “The child is playing in 
the yard”-> “The, I mean one, is now on, there outside, 
taking something to play on that, over there”). It is due to: 
- Overuse of grammatical words 
- Erroneous selection of grammatical words 
- Absence of defining limits of the sentences 
 
A comparison of Broca’s Aphasia and Wernicke’s Aphasia 
Broca’s Aphasia    Wernicke’s Aphasia 
  Effortfull speech; much pausing  Effortless speech – fluent, rapid 
  Almost no syntax    Syntaxtically well structured,   
complex 
  Few function words or affixes  Function words, affixes 
  Mainly concrete nouns Many general nouns (e.g. 
thing,person) and verbs (e.g. do, go) 
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  Comprehension often good; but may Comprehension often severely 
impaired 
  use positional and semantic cues rather  
  than fully understanding meaning 
  Four words or less per utterance and  Lack of awareness 
  limited word output  
  Repitition is poor Empty speech and Incessant 
c. Conduction Aphasia 
The brief explanation of Conduction aphasia as what 
Benson and Ardila state, it is a disconection syndhrome. It is 
usually due to a lesion affecting the arcuate fasciculus and 
sporadically an indirect pathway passing through the inferior 
parietal cortex (Alrdila: 2014). This is the usually explanation, 
sometimes referred as the Wernicke-Geschwind disconnection 
model of conduction aphasia (Alrdila: 2014). Luria (1976) 
suggested that paraphasias in conduction aphasia are indeed 
articulatory-based deviations (articulatory literal paraphasias), 
not really phonological disturbances. 
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d. Transcortical Motor Aphasia (Dysexcecutive) 
People with left convexital prefrontal damage usually 
present a lack of verbal initiative and a significant limitation in 
the active use of the language, referred as transcortical (extra-
Sylvian) or dynamic aphasia (Ardila: 2010). Transcortical 
Motor Aphasia or some may call this as Dsyexcecutive 
syndhrome/Extra-Sylvian (transcortical) motor aphasia could 
be associated with an excecutive function defect specifically 
affecting language area of the human brain. Whereas the 
excecutive function could be interpreted as the difficulty to 
corectly organize the language sequences. Ardila states that the 
ability to actively and appropriately generate language appears 
impaired while the phonology, lexicon, semantics, and 
grammar are preserved. As what Ardila collects in his journal 
at least there are three characteristics of Dsyexcecutive 
syndhrome/Extra-Sylvian (transcortical) motor aphasia; 
1. It could be argued that in extra-Sylvian (transcortical) 
motor aphasia there is a defect in verbal initiative 
rather than in language knowledge. 
2. It shares the general characteristics of prefrontal (i.e., 
dysexecutive) syndrome but specifically with regard 
to verbal processes. This means, it is the prefrontal 
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(dysexecutive) syndrome affecting the verbal 
processes. 
3.  It could be argued that the prefrontal cortex does not 
participate in basic cognition, but rather in 
metacognition. 
 
e. Transcortical  Sensory Aphasia 
Transcortical Sensory Aphasia (TSA) has been partially 
defined in two different ways; (1) according to its ‘‘basic’’ 
definition, TSA is a fluent language disorder characterized by 
impaired auditory comprehension, with preserved repetition 
(Goldstein, 1948). (2) According to its ‘‘extended’’ definition, 
TSA also includes a semantic jargon. Ardila adds that TSA is 
characterized by fluent and often irrelevant speech output, very 
poor comprehension and well-preserved repetition. 
Spontaneous speech often consists of semantic jargon that has 
no relationship to what is being asked of the people with TSA. 
People who suffers from this type of aphasia will tend to 
produce lots of words or sentences with reduction of 
meaningful words conferring the impression of emptiness. The 
content of each sentences is irrelevant, or  even meaningless. 
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f. Supplementary Motor Area (SMA) Aphasia 
Supplementary Motor Area or SMA is a premotor area  
participating in initiating, maintaining, coordinating, and 
planning complex sequences of movements; it receives 
information from the posterior parietal and frontal association 
areas, and projects to the primary motor cortex (Kandel, 
Schwartz & Jessell, 1995). SMA damage is also being 
associated with slow reaction time. Evidently, the SMA is a 
complex motor cortical area, not primarily a language related 
brain area. Its role in language seemingly refers to the motor 
ability to initiate and maintain voluntary speech production 
(Ardila, 2010). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Alfredo Ardila Handbook of Aphasia (2014) 
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(Figure 5 Aphasia affects to the Brain Area) 
6. Phonology 
Phonology, broadly speaking, is that subdiscipline within 
linguistics concerned with 'the sounds of language'. More narrowly, 
phonology proper is concerned with the function, behaviour, and 
organization of sounds as Linguistics items; as opposed to phonetics, 
which is a rather more 'neutral' study of the sounds themselves as 
phenomena in the physical world, and the physiological, anatomical, 
neurological, and psychological properties of the human beings that 
make them. Phonology, that is, is 'linguistic', in the sense that syntax, 
morphology, and to a large extent semantics are; while phonetics 
shades off at various points into neurophysiology, perceptual 
psychology, acoustics, and so on (Lass, 1984). Language process that 
happens on human brain is started from the encode of semantic, 
encode of grammatical, and ecode of phonology, which happen on the 
internal (brain) process from the speaker, then decode of phonology, 
decode of grammatical, and the final stage is on decode of semantic, 
which happen on the listener’s internal (brain) process. The encode of 
semantic and grammatical happens on speaker’s brain, while encode of 
phonology is started from the speaker’s brain through the articulator 
organ in the oral cavity. Different from the encode stages, the decodes 
part happen on the listener, (Rohmah, 2017).   
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Phonology is one of the core fields that composes the discipline 
of linguistics, which is defined as the scientific study of language 
structure (Odden, 2005). This field is a case study that concerns on the 
sound structure in language that surely different from the study of 
sentence structure (syntax) or word structure (morphology), or how 
language change over time (historical linguistics). Briefly, this branch 
is also can be understood as an abstract cognitive system dealing with 
rules in a mental grammar: principles of subconscious “thought” as 
they relate to language sound. How sounds are used within language. 
 
a. The Rules of Phonology 
Phonological rules are part of communication through 
language, whether spoken or written, and knowing what they are 
and why they exist can help us better understand our world. 
Phonological rules or also called as phonological process are 
defined as mappings between two distinct levels of sound 
representation. Understanding phonological rules is considered an 
important aspect in teaching English or working with people who 
have speech problems (Obied, 2015). Phonological rules are the 
rules whether written or spoken that control how sounds change 
during vocal communication. Furthermore, phonological rules is a 
generalizations about the distinct ways in which a particular 
sound can be pronounced in distinct environments. There are five 
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general principles of phonological process; 1) assimilation, 2) 
dissimilation, 3) deletion, 4) insertion. 
1. Assimilation 
Lass (1984) stated that assimilation is one segment 
becomes more like (or identical to) another (or two 
become more like each other). it is a process when a 
phoneme alters to produce another more similar to or even 
the same as the neighbouring phoneme. Sounds become 
more like neighboring sounds [n] ➝ [m] [+bilabial]. 
Assimilation can be conditioned by preceding or following 
sounds. This process happens in which sound changes to 
resemble a nearby sound and can occur both forward and 
backward. The prefix in- sometimes it appears as in and 
others as im-. In front of bilabial words, in- turns into im-. 
This also happens across word boundaries, like in 
between pronounced with m, because there is n meets b as 
a bilabial. Assimilation simply can be defined as a process 
when a phoneme alters to produce another more similar to 
or even the same as the neighbouring phoneme. It is being 
split up into three types; 
a. Regressive Assimilation 
It occurs when the final phoneme of the preceding 
word or syllable becomes similar to or the same as the 
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initial phoneme of the following word or syllables 
(Lass, 1984). The alteration of the phoneme /t/ becomes 
/p/ for example, in that page phrase will tend to be 
pronounced /ðæp peɪʒ/. The final phoneme of that is 
influenced by the initial phoneme of page so that both 
become the same. 
b. Progressive Assimilation 
Progressive assimilation is the reverse of 
regressive assimilation (Lass,1984). It will tend to 
occur when the initial phoneme of the second word or 
syllable becomes similar to, or the same as, the final 
phoneme of the preceding word or syllable. For 
example, kill him is not pronounced /kɪl hɪm/ but /kɪl 
lɪm/. the sound /h/ of him in the preceding word alters 
to /l/ when meet the final phoneme of the first word. 
c. Reciprocal Assimilation 
It occurs if there is a mutual influence between 
the thwo phonemes (Lass,1984). The final phonemes of 
the preceding word or syllable and the inital phoneme 
of the following word or syllable are influencing each 
other so that it leads them to alter into a new sound. 
The researcher puts a phrase Get you as an example, it 
is not pronounced /get ju:/ but /getʃu:/. Phoneme /t/ and 
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/j/ are influencing each other until shifting into a new 
sound /tʃ/. 
 
2. Dissimilation 
When a sound changes one of its features to become 
less similar to an adjacent sound , usually to make the two 
sounds more distinguishable (Obied, 2015). This type of 
rule is often seen among people speaking a language that 
is not their native language where the sound contrasts may 
be difficult so the rule is applied for ease of production 
and perception. 
This type of rule refers to processes whereby two 
neighboring sounds become less similar. An example is 
the rule of fricative dissimilation. It is difficult to 
pronounce two fricatives next to one another when one of 
them involves the sound that does not exist in one's 
language. Therefore they tend to make one of the two 
sounds more different from the other. In other words, a 
phonological process that changes feature values of 
segments make them less similar. For example, a word 
annual  becomes annular, sexual becomes secular, and 
cultural becomes cellular. 
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3. Deletion 
it commonly happen when a sound such as stressless 
syllable or a weak consonant is not pronounced. For 
example most American English speakers do not 
pronounce [k] in know , and [n] in condemn.  Deletion also 
called as elision, is a condition whereas the merger of 
phoneme with anothe (Lass, 1984). It is the understanding 
of deletion by the process of eliding a sound or syllable of 
a word. 
  
a. Apharesis 
Apharesis is when the loss of a phoneme happens in 
the beginning of a word (initial deletion). For 
instance, I am  /ai æm/ is not pronounced as it’s 
should be pronounced but become /aɪm/ and as 
morphologically written I’m (Lass, 1984). This occurs 
in same cases as morphologically contracted form in 
English as I’d stand for I would and I had, you’re 
stands for you are, I’ve stands for I have, etc. 
b. Syncope 
The loss of phonemes is particularly affected by, 
first, the weak status of a vowel which occurs after 
voiceless stop consonants, /p/, /t/, and /k/ 
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(Dardjowijojo,2009). For instance, Potato is faithfully 
pronounced as /pɘʹteɪtɘʊ/ becomes /pteɪtɘʊ/ the schwa 
after the preceding phoneme is weak or even lost.  
Second, the phoneme can be omitted when a weak 
vowel occurs before the syllabic consonants, /l/, /m/, 
/n/, and occasionally /r/. For example, eleven is 
pronounced as /ɪˈlɛv(ɘ)n/ where the schwa before the 
phoneme /n is deleted, it becomes /ɪˈlɛvn/. 
Third, deletion process can occur because of 
complex consonant clusters. In English phonotactic 
constraints, a large number of words are constructed 
with three or even four phonemes, or sometimes 
consisting of two phonemes but complicated to 
articlate. Thus, when pronouncing such words, most 
of native speakers drop one or more phoneme from 
the cluster patterns. The pronounciation of the word 
clothes /kloʊðz/, for example, is frequently altered 
into /kloʊz/. Text /tekst/ and texts /teksts/ are both 
often pronounced /teks/ by eliding /t/ and /ts/ 
respectively (Dardjowidjojo, 2009). 
c. Apocope 
Apocope or apocopation is eliding the final 
phoneme of a word (Lass:1998). It happens when the 
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final phoneme of a word is elided when they are stop 
alveolar consonants, /t/ and /d/ and that are 
immediately lnked by a word with a consonant in the 
initial phoneme, as in last week, that is pronounced 
/læs wi:k/ and black and white /blæk æn waɪt/ (Lass, 
1984). 
 
4. Insertion 
There seem to be at least two basic reasons for 
insertion (Obied, 2015), preventing cluster of 
consonants that violate syllable structure constraints in 
the language, and easing transitions between segments 
that have multiple incompatibilities. Insertion is when 
an extra phoneme is added or inserted between two 
other phonemes. The phoneme is inserted to bridge two 
phonemes with distant place and manner of articulation. 
The word prince, for instance, /t/ is occasionally added 
between sound /n/ and /s/ so that it is pronounced 
/prɪnts/ 
 
7. Possibilities Are Endless Movie 
Documentaries contain actual footage and reconstruction of 
events and situations to provide evidence or contrast with the 
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interview’s account. They also include narrator to anchor meaning, 
sometimes relying on the unseen narrator John Corner (1995). Briefly, 
documentary movie is the portrayal of sound and image of actuality 
which shows the evidence by reconstructing the event that the 
interviewee describes. 
This Possibilities Are Endless movie got 18 awards in the year 
it is published for the first time. A movie directed by Edward Lovelace 
captured a remarkable journey from the brink of death back to 
language, memory, music, love, and live of a famous singer and 
songwriter from a big 1980’s band Orange Juice; Edwyn Collins or 
known as Ed Collins. As what stated by Row Three, this is a moving 
and captivating movie, he added that the possibilities are trully endless, 
such a masterpiece work from Lovelace (director) and Hall (producer). 
This movie gives an clear illustration to the audiences about Ed 
Collins’ hard journey struggling for recovering his condition and 
bringing back his speaking ability. So that, people who watch this 
movie also can feel the struggle of Ed Collins.  
In February 2005, he complaining for feeling unwell to the 
media and got an intensive care to the London’s Royal Free hospital. A 
cerebral haemorrhage is the  , it is known as cerebral bleeding or 
commonly called as stroke, the condition where an artery in the brain 
bursting and causing localized bleeding in the surrounding tissues of 
the brain which make a person who suffers from this disease gets 
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symptomps such as; headache, seizure, vomitting or even faint. This is 
a condition which leads a 80’s famous singer losing his speaking 
ability, as he could not sing anymore. 
‘“I couldn’t really talk. The words I could say were "yes", "no" 
and "the possibilities are endless"’ that is a fenomenal statement of 
Edwyn Collins on his interview session with The Guardian published 
on Sunday, September 28th 2014. As shown on that US  famous 
magazine, Edwyn Collins is a famous songwriter and singer of the 
popular punk rock band on early 1980’s who lost his ability to speak or 
even saying a word. He got a stroke when  The words that came out 
firstly from his mouth after waking up from his coma is only two 
phrases; Grace Maxwell and The possibilities are endless. This film is 
a masterpiece work which sucssesfully delivered to the audiences as 
what Ed Collins felt on his hard journey to recover his condition and 
bring back his memories and speaking ability. 
 
B. Previous Related Study 
This study is not the first research in the psycholinguistics field 
dealing with language disorder issue especially in aphasia. There are 
several previous researchers who conducted psychoanalysis related to the 
language disorder, such as Ferri Dwi Agustina (2014) who analyze the 
Schizophrenic Speech and its Behaviour which portrayed in the main 
character of Canvas movie. This research is the descriptive qualitative 
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research which is still in the psycholinguistics umbrella. As written on the 
research, the researcher focuses on the types of language abnormalities 
that is experienced by the main character of the movie namely Canvas and 
the accompanying behaviour which is evoked in this movie. Among the 
eight types of schizoprenic language abnormalities, there are only five 
types the researcher have found in this research; they are perseveration of 
ideas, non-logical reasoning (peculiar logic), looseness, weakening of 
goal, and poverty of speech.  
Then, Suherman (2016) brought Language Disorder of Main 
Character In The My Name is Khan Movie as the tittle of his research. A 
descriptive qualitative research which the researcher focuses on how to 
describe the language disorder that is experienced by the main character of 
My Name Is Khan movie. In this research, the instrument that is used by 
the researcher is note-taking. He finds two types of language disorder 
which occurs in this movie, they are expressive and receptive language 
disorder.  
While Beny and Adam (2016) in A Psycholinguistics Analysis of 
A Dyslexic Character In TAARE ZAMEEN PAR Movie focuses on the 
methods that are applied to overcome a dyslexic character in Taare 
Zameen Par movie. The theories that are applied for this research problem 
is Gillingham and Stillman’s theory in understanding the method which is 
applied by Mr. Nikum to overcome Ishaan’s learning difficulties. 
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Another research done by Sumitro Agung Nugroho (2013) “A 
Psycholinguistics Study On Comprehension Disorder of The 
Schizoprhenic Main Character In A Beautiful Mind Movie”  a  descriptive 
qualitative research which focuses on analyzing the comprehension 
disorder that is experienced by the schizophrenic character. The researcher 
finds that the schizophrenic character in this movie has troubles in his 
language, especially in the language comprehension. There are nine types 
of comprehension disorder that are shown in the dialogues; they are 
derailment, flight of ideas, word salad, irrelevant answer, blocking, 
retardation, perseveration, pressure of speech and circumstantiality.  
The last one, Haira Rizka (2012) “A Psycholinguistics Analysis of 
Dyslexia In Backwards: The Riddle of Dyslexia” as the same previous 
research, this is the descriptive qualitative research which is still in the 
psycholinguistics field. The researcher focuses on the types of linguistics 
errors experienced by the main character, the environmental factors, and 
the kinds of teaching approaches used to recover the main character in The 
Riddle of Dyslexia Movie. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
This research employed the descriptive qualitative method. 
According to Hancock (2009), Qualitative research is concerned with 
developing explanations of social phenomena. His statement also 
supported by Berg (2001), a qualitative research refers to meanings, 
concepts, definitions, characteristics, and descriptions of things. This 
research uses a psycholinguistics as an approach which focuses on the 
relationship between language and mind. This research is a content 
analysis qualitative method. Thus, this descriptive qualitative method is 
used to describe the language disorder phenomenon of aphasia and its 
language features and its relation to the phonological error aspects applied 
within Edwyn Collins utterances as a main character of The Possibilities 
Are Endless movie which impact to his language ability.  
The study emphasizes the specific case on aphasia which is 
categorized as  language disorder by using psycholinguistics approach to 
analyze the phenomenon of aphasia and its characteristics which has 
relation to the phonological error aspect within Edwyn Collins’ utterances 
in the movie entitled The Possibilities Are Endless. In order to get the data 
there are severeal process of analysing the research namely; watching the 
film, write down the script of Edwyn Collins’ utterances, arrange the data, 
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make the table and its explanation. Thus, as to show the data and its 
explanation with the theory and previous studies involved. 
B. Data and Source of The Data 
An analysis of the descriptive qualitative method should be the 
description of the phenomenon which is explained by the data. The source 
of data is a movie entitled A Possibilities Are Endless released on 2014 by 
Pulse Film and the data of this research is the transcription of Edwyn 
Collins’ words, phrases, or utterances which are collected and classified 
into the case of aphasia and its language features in relation to the 
phonological error aspects after watching the film.  In this finding, the 
researcher explains the case of aphasia and its characteristics that affects 
his language ability that lead to the occurance of phonological error within 
his utterances. 
C. Techniques of Collecting Data 
The procedure of collecting the data is conducted through 
observation. The researcher uses note taking technique as a method in 
collecting the data. Note taking is a system a method aimed to record any 
information which include the last name of author, page, and related 
information (Suherman, 2015). The observation is executed in several 
steps; 
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1. Watching the movie 
The researcher watches, understands, and comprehends the 
data of Edwyn Collins utterances (words, phrases, and complex 
sentences form) in The Possibilities Are Endless movie. 
2. Note Taking 
The researcher takes notes in order to write down Edwyn 
Collins utterances as the main data of the research. 
3. Selecting and analysing the data  
The researcher selects the data and analyzes it by using the 
main theories and previous studies into verified data.  
4. Concluding 
The researcher concludes the data and creates tables in order to 
show and explain the data. 
The collected data are written down in table form. There are two 
tables; 1) table of the types of aphasia and its language features and 2) table of 
the phonological error aspects. For the first table contains data number, 
utterances, type of aphasia and its characteristics found within the research 
(Major Aphasia consist of Broca; repetition, naming, phonetic deviation, 
phonological literal paraphasia, verbal paraphasia, agrammatism, & non-
fluent, Wernicke; syntagmatic paraphasia, circumlocutions, neologism, jargon, 
paragrammatism. Minor Aphasia consist of Conduction, Transcortical Motor, 
Transcortical Sensory, and Suplementary Motor Area), and explanation. For 
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the second table contains data number, words/phrases, phonetically 
transcribed, speech produced, phonemes change, and types. 
In order to explain the data, the researcher needs to arrange the data 
and make table containing the data. The data is aimed to help the researcher in 
explaining the data in fourth chapter. There are several data coding that the 
researcher uses; 
Table 01 Data Coding of Aphasia 
 
Data 
Number 
 
Utterances 
Types of Aphasia 
Major Minor 
Broca Wernicke 
C 
T
M 
T
S 
SMA R
p 
N
m 
P
D 
PL
P 
V
P 
A
g 
N
F 
S C N J P 
 
 
001/E/02
:43/MJ/
B 
/RP/AG 
 
Eum.. 
eum....(paus
e) I love.. 
a.. a.. a.. a.. 
en.. 
en..enough.
.. she.. is a.. 
a.. no.. no... 
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001   :  Number of Datum  PD : Phonetic Deviation 
E   : Edwyn Collins  PLP : Phonological Literal Paraphasia 
02:43  : Minute   VP     : Verbal Paraphasia 
MJ/MN : Major/Minor    AG     : Agramatism 
RP  : Repetition   NF      : Non-Fluent 
NM  : Naming   S : Syntagmatic Paraphasia 
C   : Circumlocution  N : Neologism 
J  : Jargon   P : Paragrammatism 
Table 02 Data Coding of Phonological Error 
Data 
Number 
Utterance 
Phonetically 
Transcribed 
Speech 
Produced 
Phoneme 
encounters 
& alterations 
Types 
001/E/02
:43/A/R
A 
I was realize /dghjshdjs/ /hsdbjb/ 
/s/ enc /r/ → 
/z/ 
Regressive 
Assimilation 
001  : Data Number  E  : Edwyn Collins 
04:44 : Minute   RGA  : Regressive Assimilation 
PA  : Progressive Assimilation RPA : Reciprocal Assimilation 
APH : Apharesis   SYN : Syncope 
APO : Apocope 
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D. Technique of Analyzing Data 
After the researcher collects the data by using qualitative method, there 
are several steps in order to analyze the data by using primary and 
supporting theory that relate to the research; 
1. Identification 
The researcher collects the data relate to the aphasia symptoms by 
using Ardila (2010 & 2014) and Rohma (2017)’s theory and for the 
phonological error the researcher uses Lass (1984) and Obied 
(2015) theories. 
2. Classification 
The researcher classifies the categories of each symptoms in 
aphasia by using Ardila (2010 & 2014)’s theory and classifies the 
phonological error aspects by using Lass (1984)’s theory 
3. Data Analysis 
The researcher in order to analyze the data uses several steps such 
as; 
a. Watching the movie (Possibilities Are Endless) 
b. Take notes of the utterances from the main character which 
suffers from aphasia; Edwyn Collins. 
c. Selecting and analysing the data then create tables in order to 
show and explain the data.  
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Analysis can be define as consisting as three current flows of 
activity that is data reduction, data display, and conclusion 
drawing/verification (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In this research, the 
researcher used Miles and Huberman’s theory in analyzing the data, so 
there are three steps to do, they are:  
1. Data Reduction  
Data reduction become the first steps to do in analyzing the data in 
this research. Miles (1994:10) stated that data reduction refers to the 
process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and 
transforming the data in written up field note or transcript. In this 
research the data is the utterances produced by Edwyn Collins as a 
main character that suffers from Aphasia in the Possibilities Are 
Endless movie. Based on Miles theory, in this step the researcher 
firstly analyzing the data by watching the movie, listening carefully 
and checking the data by reading the transcription that has been taken 
before to see the context. Next, the researcher selecting the utterances 
(words, phrases, clauses, or complex sentences)  which contain aphasia 
symptoms / language characteristics of aphasia  and phonological error 
aspects to be analyzed. Next, after collecting and selecting the data, the 
researcher displayed those data in the form of descriptive. 
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2. Data Display  
The second steps data display. Generally a display is an organized, 
compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing 
and action Miles (1994:11). The data display is aimed to present the 
data that has been observed in order to make it easy to understand. In 
this step, the researcher shows or displays the data containing the 
language disorder features of  Edwyn Collins as an aphasic person and 
the phonological error applied within his utterances in the movie. The 
researcher shows utterances contain the symptoms/language disorder 
features of aphasia and the phonological error aspects that has been 
applied.  
 
3. Drawing Conclusion  
The last stage after doing data reduction and data display in 
analyzing the data in this research is drawing conclusion. Miles 
(1994:11) stated that final conclusion may not appear until data 
collection is over, depending on the size of the corpus of field notes; 
coding storage and retrieval methods of the funding agency, but they 
often have been prefigured from the beginning even when a researcher 
claims to have been proceeding inductively. In this research, the data 
which are being put on the data display are the utterances (words, 
phrases, clauses, or complex sentences) of Edwyn Collins as a person 
who suffer from aphasia and also a main character in The Possibilities 
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Are Endless movie. The collected data need to be analyzed in order to 
conquer the conclusion and all those data also need to be checked up in 
order to get validity triangulation. The researcher concludes the result 
of the research based on the research problem and the theory of 
aphasia and phonological error that are used.  
 
E. Data Validation 
The validity of the information gives an indication wether the research 
is reliable or not. Validity is one of the strengths of qualitative research, 
and it is determining of the findings in the research whether it is accurate 
or not to the standpoint of the research (Cresswell, 2000). Validation 
requires several process; discussing the research, rechecking the findings, 
and verifying the findings. The researcher asks the expert in determining 
the research findings that are accurate to the theory or not. The validator of 
this research is Mr. Dwi Cahyono M.Pd. This research contains codes and 
tables consist of the findings that the validator gives the validated data as it 
is being checked with the main theories and must be put on the discussion 
chapter.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Findings 
In this chapter, the researcher focuses on the research findings and 
research discussion of aphasia symptom that impaired Edwyn Collins’ 
ability in producing the language and also shows the findings of the 
phonological error aspects in The Possibilities Are Endless Movie. The 
researcher analyses the findings in this chapter in order to reveal and 
answer the problem statement; what types of aphasia that suffer from 
Edwyn Collins as a main character in The Possibilities Are Edless movie 
that impact to his language ability by using Ardila’s (2010 & 2014)  and 
Rohma’s (2017) theories as the primary theory of aphasia and its 
symptoms, Roger Lass (1998) as the theory of phonological error that 
occurs within Edwyn Collins utterances as a person who suffers from 
Aphasia. To advance understanding on two research questions, the 
researcher shows the discussion of the both cases. 
The first objective of the research is to describe the type of aphasia and 
its symptoms that is suffered by Edwyn Collins as a singer and the main 
character in The Possibilities Are Endless movie. The data in this research  
has been validated by Mr. Dwi Cahyono, M. Pd as the expert in linguistics 
field and the english lecturer of IAIN Surakarta. The researcher makes two  
tables of data in order to show the type of aphasia and its symptoms that 
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occur in Edwyn Collins utterances and the phonological error issues that 
happen within Edwyn Collins utterance. The researcher shows the types of 
the aphasia that leads to the language impairment in the table 06  and the 
phonological error in the table 07.  
 
Table 03 Types of Aphasia 
No. 
Language Impairment in Broca 
Aphasia 
Frequency Percentage 
1. Repetition 38 29.4 % 
2. Naming 5 3.8 % 
3. Phonetic Deviation 0 0 
4. Phonological Literal Paraphasia 18 14 % 
5. Verbal Paraphasia 2 1.5% 
6. Agrammatism 17 13.2% 
7. Non Fluent 49 38% 
Total 129 100% 
  
There are 129 data containing language characteristics of broca 
aphasia found within Edwyn Collins’ utterances in The Possibilities Are 
Endless movie namely; repetition, naming, phonetic deviation, 
phonological literal paraphasia, verbal paraphasia, agrammatism, and non 
fluent. The researcher found out 38 data of repetition, 5 data of naming, 0 
data of phonetic deviation, 18 data of phonological literal paraphasia, 2 
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data of verbal paraphasia, 17 data of agrammatism, and 49 data of non 
fluent, in extended classifications of each features of broca aphasia are 
found within Edwyn Collins’ utterances such as; repetition (29.4 %), 
naming (3.8 %), phonetic deviation (0%),  phonological literal paraphasia 
(14 %), verbal paraphasia (1.5%), agrammatism (13.2%), and non fluent 
(38%). 
 
Table 04 Phonological Error 
No. Phonological Error Aspects Frequency Percentage 
1. Assimilation 8 33.3% 
2. Dissimilation 2 8.3% 
3. Deletion  8 33.3% 
4. Insertion 6 25% 
Total 24 100% 
 
The researcher found out 24 data containing  phonological error 
aspects that have been applied by Edwyn Collins within his utterances in 
the movie. Based on the rules of phonology there are 4 aspects, namely; 
assimilation (regressive, progressive, reciprocal), dissimilation, deletion 
(apharesis, syncope, apocope), and insertion.  Those 24 data consist of 8 
data of assimilation (2 data of regressive, 3 data of progressive, & 3 data 
of reciprocal ), 2 data of dissimilation, 8 data of deletion( 1 data of 
apharesis, 7 data of syncope, & 0 data of apocope), and 6 data of insertion.  
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1. Types of Aphasia and Its Characteristics 
Aphasia is a language disorder which is caused by brain 
damage/lesion. The damage/lesion is mostly found in the left 
hemisphere of human brain especially in the Broca and Wernicke parts 
which have a big role in processing the language. This kind of 
language disorder affects to the ability in speaking, writing, reading 
and somehow in comprhending spoken language. Aphasia itself is 
most often caused by stroke besides the brain trauma/lesion. 
Generally aphasia itself is devided into two majors; expressive and 
receptive  aphasia. These are the types of aphasia that has been 
classified by the resercher, namely;   
a. Broca Aphasia 
In this type of aphasia the sufferer having trouble in using 
language to deliver the meaning verbally. As the option, people 
who suffers from this type of aphasia uses the visual expression 
such as written text or symbols. The language comprehension 
aspect of broca aphasic people is normal (Rohmah, 2017). The 
main impairment is in the way how they are producing language 
spontantly, really slow in uttering words, repetition in most part of 
their utterances, monoton, word-heap, broken form of the words, 
and short phrases. The language comprehension is normal but they 
have difficulty in understanding the sentence with the complex 
structure. A Broca’s aphasic tends to reduce the structure of a 
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sentence to the minimal string of elements which can be lexically 
construed as phonological words in his language. Repetition is 
really impaired and naming the object is another trouble that 
mostly found in the person who suffers from Broca Aphasia. This 
is caused by the lesion in the anterior part (Rohmah,2017). Based 
on the theory of Ardila, the researcher classifies the symptoms of 
Broca aphasia that affect to the language ability into seven 
symptoms, namely; 
1. Repetition 
Repetition symptom is repeated words that occur within the 
utterances that may disturb the conversation.  Repetition has 
become perhaps the most important language feature in aphasia 
classification (Ardila, 1992). in the case of broca aphasia, a 
person who suffers from it presents deficits in the ability of 
repeating spoken language. However the ability to reeat 
depends upon a series of variables such as phonological 
composition, lexical status, length, syntactic form, 
predictability, and grammatical class (Ardila, 1993). Goldstein 
(1948) also  argued that repetition may include in the part of 
sensory perception, motor speech capacity, inner speech, the 
understanding of the material tahat has been repeated, attitude 
and educational level of the subject, and the context in which 
the repetition occurs. In the case of broca aphasia the repetition 
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may occur in two form, there are word repetition and non word 
repetition. The researcher found 38 data that consist of 
repetition issue within Edwyn Collins’ utterances. For instance, 
the researcher puts datum 016/E/15:00/MJ/B/RP+NF that 
shows word repetition issue. 
Datum 016/E/15:00/MJ/B/RP+NF 
No... no... a wait.. aa... i’m concentrating on 
thinking.. rightEum... edh.. I... remember (pause) the shore 
lying and i’m still.. watching that.. that (ships).. feeling... 
and soring (sore). 
 
Edwyn Collins having trouble in uttering word properly 
and fluently. The repetition issue occurs in this utterance as he 
starts to utters no await im concentrating on thinking... but it 
turns into  No... no... a wait.. aa... i’m concentrating on 
thinking... Edwyn Collins repeats a word no for two times as it 
is being classified into word repetition. The second case of 
repetition also occurs in the middle of the utterance as Edwyn 
Collins going to utter i’m still watching that ships.... but it 
turns into i’m still.. watching that.. that (ships).. this shows 
that word repetition symptom is being uttered by Edwyn 
Collins for two times.  
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This symptom happens as there is impairment in 
producing word properly cause it has a relation to the deficits 
of auditory-verbal short term memory that leads the repetition 
occurs. This utterance occurs as Edwyn Collins would like to 
explain the memories before he got stroke by lying on the 
shore and watching all the ships that remainding him to 
memories and the feelings. 
Datum 026/E/20:23/MJ/B/RP+PLP+NF 
aa.. I.. little bit frightened with the world... or is too 
much.. is too... eeeum.. ouvv... heasyy (easy).. 
aa..aa.. an is too eum.. difficult for me.. is a.. is 
too... much to bear... 
 
The datum 026/E/20:23/MJ/B/RP+PLP+NF being 
served in this chapter as there is repetition issue occurs in this 
utterance. The non word repetition happens as Edwyn Collins 
having difficulty in uttring  is too difficult for me that it 
becomes a..a.. an is too eum.. difficult for me.. Edwyn Collins 
repeats aa... for two times before he utters is too diffcult for 
me... in this stage of repetition issue there is impairment in the 
phonological production which lead to the repetition aa.. and it 
occurs for two times before the words is too difficult for me... 
This utterance occurs when Edwyn Collins realizes in the 
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beginning of his stroke that it is really hard for him to bear and 
face the condition. It must be difficult for him. 
 
2. Naming  
Naming difficulties represent the most common defect in 
aphasia. There is also difficulty in finding the proper word. 
Person with Broca aphasia will virtually has impairment in 
naming a thing. They are having difficulty in naming the 
objects that he/she actually know. There are several 
characteristics of person with Broca aphasia having trouble in 
naming; confontation (line drawings & photograp), object & 
actions (nouns and verbs), and oral & written. There is naming 
issues that Edwyn Collins’ served within his utterances. There 
are 5 data that the researcher found that consist of naming 
difficulty issues. As the datum  025/E/18:00/MJ/B/NM+NF  
shows that there is naming difficulty symptom within Edwyn 
Collins’ utterance. 
Datum 025/E/18:00/MJ/B/NM+NF 
all of that nature aff.. is....(pause) life 
 
Edwyn collins having trouble in mentioning a word life 
as it is a noun/object. It is another aspect of language 
impairment for broca aphasic person in naming an object. 
People with broca aphasia will tend to have deficit in naming 
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object and action (noun and verb),  this utterance occurs when 
Edwyn Collins sees the trees, forest, and the nature freely 
breath and life. 
Datum 024/E/17:30/MJ/B/RP+NM 
i look at the trees ... and.. i look at theee.. life and a... a... 
I... guess aa... aff... aff... wonder with.. aa.. the..the.. world 
 
The datum 024/E/17:30/MJ/B/RP+NM shows that 
Edwyn Collins having dificit in mentioning a phrase wonder 
with the  world. As it is being marked by aff... before he utters 
a word  wonder as a verb. Edwyn Collin having trouble in 
mentioning verb/action in which in this sentence the word is 
wonder. this deficit in naming occurs two times during this 
utterance. He also has trouble in uttering world in which that is 
a noun/object of the sentence. 
This utterance shows how terrible his feeling towards 
the reality that he should bare. Looking toward the trees and 
the life, he wants to be as free as them. He is wondering with 
the world, what will happen to him as he is a person with 
stroke and unable to communicate properly. 
3. Phonetic Deviations 
Phonetic deviatons refer to misproduce of the 
phonemes but still can be recognized. Phonetic deviations are 
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frequently observed in anterior (motor) aphasia but are not 
usually present to any significant degree in posterior (sensory) 
aphasia (Benson, 1996). 
 
4. Phonological Literal Paraphasia 
Phonological literal paraphasia issue is a symptom that 
mostly occur in the Broca Aphasia. The term literal simply 
means a reflection of the existing confusion between sounds 
and letters. Phonological literal paraphasia indicated that some 
linguistic form substituted for another, but where two forms 
bore some resemblance to each other. Based on the 
phonological perspective they are the words that are incorrect 
from the point of view of the phonological composition. There 
are four language deficits in relation to the phonological 
issues;  Phoneme omissions, Phoneme additions, Phoneme 
displacements, Phoneme substitutions. The researcher found 
18 data that relates to phonological literal paraphasia issue 
within Edwyn Collins utterance in the movie. 
The datum 006/E/06:38/MJ/B/AG+PLP shows the 
symptom related to phonological parphsaia issue. The PLP 
symptom happens in the middle of the sentence. After he utters 
a phrase going on there is pause for a few seconds and he 
utters a word  little /ʹlɪt(ə)l/ into tittle /tɪt(ə)l/.  Edwyn Collins 
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replaces a phoneme /l/ into /t/ that makes the word have 
diffrent meaning. This is a phoneme displacement in the word 
little that turns into tittle.  
006/E/06:38/MJ/B/AG+PLP 
ideeaas in my head.. rr..rrespond just things.. going   
on.. a.. (pause) tittle.. (means little) memories... 
  
This utterance occurs when Edwyn Collins attempts to 
explain about the idea that occurs in his mind but he gets 
difficulty in transforming it into a proper sentence. Some 
objects that come to to his life trigger memories inside his 
mind and he is trying to explain it in the beginning of the 
movie but he gets trouble in making a proper words and 
sentence that he means. 
 
Datum 032/E/28:50/MJ/B/PLP+NF 
I remember walking to.. aa.. Brora (a place name) 
ten miles away in Hamstill (a place name)..(pause) the 
songs.. eum... are not good enough.. eee... to (be)gin with 
and.. eeum.. thinking to myself.. aa... chorus and the bars... 
 
 The datum 032/E/28:50/MJ/B/PLP+NF shows that there is 
phonological literal paraphasia issue in the middle of Edwyn 
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Collins’ utterance. Edwyn Collins gets trouble in uttering 
begin /bɪʹɡɪn/  in a proper way, turns out he utters it into gin 
/ʹɡɪn/. There is phoneme omission in the word begin that 
Edwyn Collins omitts two phonemes /b/ and /ɪ/  in the 
beginning of the word. 
This utterance occurs as Edwyn Collins exlains about his 
experience that he ever had a stage performance with his band 
Orang Juice in the Hamstill. He thought that the performance 
was not good enough. 
 
5. Verbal Paraphasia 
A verbal paraphasia is interpreted as the erroneous use of a 
word belonging to an inventory of the language in place of 
another word which also to one of the language inventories 
(Ardila, 1993). Verbal paraphasia refers to the substitution of 
meaningful units in language that include four aspects; formal 
paraphasia, morphemic paraphasia, semantic paraphasia, 
unrelated paraphasia. Formal paraphasia deals with the 
replacing and replaced words are similar in phonological 
composition but not in meaning. Morphemic paraphasia is 
trouble and erroneous use of morphemes especially in bound 
morphemes. Semantic paraphasia has trouble in the meaning 
but words that replacing and replaced are semantically related. 
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While unrelated paraphasia inroduces words that do not seem 
to have any relationship with current linguistic context. In this 
movie there are only two data that researcher found within 
Edwyn Collins’ utterance. As the datum 
020/E/16:42/MJ/B/VP+NF shows the verbal paraphasia issue.  
Datum 20/E/16:42/MJ/B/VP+NF 
aa... endh... she (bird) wasn’t aa... tame anymore 
 
This utterance shows the issue that leads to the verbal 
paraphasia. Edwyn Collins replace a word bird into she that 
both of the has diffrent meaning and unrelated words. It should 
be bird wasn’t tame anymore instead of changing bird into she 
that leads the sentence hard to be understood.  
This utterance occurs when Edwyn Collins explain about 
his vision through the nature and find out the bird that was not 
tame anymore during his recovery from stroke. 
Datum 05/E/05:05/MJ/B/RP+VP 
Oh.. o.. no.. it’s a match.. oo.. tch.. short... short again. 
Eum.. striving to.. think and aa.. eum... and.. and.. eish 
(it’s).. *exhale* eum... it’s not a.. tear rope yet.. aa.. aa.. 
 
In this datum 005/E/05:05/MJ/B/RP+VP there is verbal 
paraphasia issue that occurs in the middle of the sentence as it 
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is marked by eish that is trusted refers to it’s but it has no 
relation / semantics verbal paraphasia that makes it totally 
impaired in meaning. This utterance occurs when Edwyn 
Collins explains how hard it was for carring the disease that he 
never felt before. Eish (it’s) refers to the struggle how he 
strives to thimk and  produces the words that proper as what he 
thought. 
 
6. Agrammatism 
Agrammatism is a symptom that most commonly 
happens on Broca aphasia / non-fluent aphasia. It is a condition 
in which the deficit occur as pathologically inability to use 
words in grammatical sequence. The characteristics of 
agrammatism is mostly found in the process of omission 
function words and affixes. Simply this type of symptom is a 
disorder which leads to difficulty in produce well–formed 
words and make grammatical sentence. In its severe form 
speech can consist of single words (mostly nouns) separated by 
pauses.  
There are 17 data that researcher found which leads to 
the agrammatism issue within 65 utterances in the movie. As 
this datum 029/E/26:49/MJ/B/RP+AG+NF shows the 
agrammatism issue that makes the sentence is not well-
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structured. There is agrammatism issue that occurs in this 
utterance as he utters I wrote that.. aa..aa..aa.. ish (it’s).. ish 
aa.. ish aa.. aa... ish aa.. strange to me.. aa..  i wrote that that 
song instead of it is strange to me that i i wrote that song. 
Edwyn Collins switches several word that should be placed in 
the beginning of the sentence. The structure of S+P+O is 
impaired in this utterance. He switches seeveral words that 
isn’t match to each other, such as i wrote that strange to me,  
this clause is  not well structured based on the context and/or 
the grammatical structure. This impairment leads to the case of 
agrammatism.  
                   
    Datum 029/E/26:49/MJ/B/RP+AG+NF 
I wrote that.. aa..aa..aa.. ish (it’s).. ish aa.. ish aa.. aa... ish 
aa.. strange to me.. aa..  i wrote that that song 
 
This utterance occurs when Edwyn Collins already 
writes the new lyrics of his song that he makes after he gets the 
stroke. He is unable to recognize the words and it is really 
strange to him for being on that condition. He is about to make 
a show again that shows his newest songs that he writes during 
the recovey from the stroke.  
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      Datum 63/E/01:15: 44/MJ/B/AG+NF 
  Back then.. Love is a bless.. love and is aaa... 
sometimes complex. Nowadays love is aaa... real 
 
The datum  63/E/01:15: 44/MJ/B/AG+NF shows 
agrammatism issue in the middle of the sentence. Edwyn 
Collins has trouble in placing a proper word in a proper place. 
It is marked by the miss-placement of conjunction; and after a 
word love that leads to the error sentence that cannot be 
understood in a whole context. He should put conjunction; and 
before the word love so it becomes Love is a bless and  love is 
aaa... sometimes complex, as it is a proper and grammarly 
well-structured sentence. 
This utterance occurs as Edwyn Colllins states that he 
felt back then about love was a bless and love was sometimes 
complex but now after he gets the stroke he realizes that love is 
real, he can feel it through his wife, Grace Maxwell. 
 
7. Non Fluent 
Non fluent symptom dealing in producing utterance in 
limited words, slow, breaking-form, and really effortful. This 
symptom is the dominant characteristics of Broca Aphasia. 
Non fluent symptom is mostly marked by pause and humming, 
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such as eumm, aaaa, aakkhh, afff, etc. This symptom impacts 
to the production of the limited words, the utterance that is 
spoken mostly relly on important key word (nouns and verbs) 
to deliver the meaning. Function words, such as articles and 
preposition are often omitted.  
This symptom is mostly found in Edwyn Collins’ 
utterance in the movie. The researcher collects 49 data that has 
relation to non fluent issue. As the datum 
31/E/28:30/MJ/B/PLP+NF, Edwyn Collins has trouble in 
uttering several words that is marked by humming before the 
word that he produces, such as akh.. before a phrase funny 
thing, aaa… before the word show, and he gets non fluency in 
uttering a word voice that it turns into v-voice. This is a sign 
that non fluent symptom occurs within Edwyn Collin utterance 
that leads to the case of Broca Aphasia. 
     Datum 31/E/28:30/MJ/B/PLP+NF 
long beaches are..akh.. funny thing, i was at.. on aaaa..  
show  about my vo-voice.. and show about(s) the songs. 
 
  This utterance occurs as Edwyn Collins explains that he is 
so in love with long beaches. He ever had a dream to have a 
show on the beach that people could hear his voice and songs 
loudly. 
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Datum 37/E/33:50/MJ/B/PLP+NF 
wh..off..wwhh..wwwh..rgghh..woke up early 
in...but..beby..beb. eee... it cause mee.. (it’s because of me) 
aa.. confident to get ba..by what eum..eumm.. im trying to 
say... 
  
This datum 37/E/33:50/MJ/B/PLP+NF shows the non 
fluent symptom that occurs four times in this utterance.  
Edwyn Collins having trouble in uttering woke up. Non fluent 
symptom occur in the beginning of the utterance as he is 
processing the words woke up to come in. Edwyn Collins also 
has trouble in uttering it’s because of me that lead non fluent 
symptom happens before this phrase. He also has trouble in 
uttering a clause im trying to say that humming occurs before 
it. These symptom are signs that there is lesion in the broca 
area of the brain that leads to the difficulty of selecting word 
leading to non fluent symptom occurs. 
This utterance happens as Edwyn Collins explains that 
he wants to start a band again as it is visualized in the movie 
that he starts to have a rehearsal. But he is not confident 
enough to sing as he still unable to speak fluently, but he must 
be confident.  
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2. Phonological Error 
To analyze the phonological error aspects that contain in 
Edwyn Collins’ utterances, the researcher uses the rukes of 
phonology that has been proposed by Lass (1998) and Obied 
(2015). Among many types of the rules, the researcher focuses on 
four types, namely; 
a. Assimilation 
The researcher found eight data that deals with assimilation 
issue within Edwyn Collins’ utterances in the movie; two data 
consist of regressive assimilation, three data consist of progressive 
assimilation, and three data consist of reciprocal assimilation; 
 
1. Regressive Assimilation 
This type of assimilation process apllies for two words 
and phrases with their phoneme alterations. The datum 
04/E/51:26/A/RA shows the case of regressive assimilation 
in the last phoneme of precede word. As Lass (1998) states 
that it occurs when the final phoneme of the preceding word 
or syllable becomes similar to the initial of the following 
word or syllables.  
04/E/51:26/A/RA 
For me 
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In the phrase for me /fɔ:r mi:/ regressive  assimilation 
occurs as it is marked by final phoneme alteration in the 
preceding word /r/, when the phoneme meets /m/ as the initial 
phoneme of the last word, the sound becomes /m/. the final 
phoneme of for is influenced by the initial phoneme of me so 
that both phonemes become same /fɔ:m mi:/. 
 
2. Progressive Assimilation 
This type of assimilation occurs for three times within 
Edwyn Collins utterance in the movie. The datum 
02/E/05:05/A/PA shows progressive assimilation case. As 
this type of assimilation is the reverse of regressive 
assimilation. This occurs when the initial phoneme of the 
second word or syllable becomes similar to the final phoneme 
of the preceding word (Lass 1998). 
Datum 02/E/05:05/A/PA 
   Tear dropped 
 
As in the phrase Tear dropped /tɪər drɑpt/ there is alteration 
of the initial phoneme /d/ of the last word  meets the final 
phoneme of the first word /r/ that changes into /r/ so it 
becomes  /tɪər rɑpt/. This happens as the initial phoneme of 
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the last word sounds similar/even same to the final phoneme 
of the first word.  
 
3. Reciprocal Assimilation 
This type of assimilation applies for three times within 
Edwyn Collins utterance. Reciprocal assimilation occurs if 
there is mutual influence between the phonemes (Lass, 1998). 
The final phonemes of the first word and the initial phonemes 
of the last word are influencing each other so altering to a 
new sound. 
 
Datum 03/E/15:35/A/RPA 
Young bird 
 
As the datum 03/E/15:35/A/RPA shows that the speech 
produced by Edwyn Collins is identified as /jɅmbə:d/ while 
this phrase should be faithfully pronounced /jɅŋ bə:d/ based  
on the transcription in the dictionary. Thus mutual influence  
between phoneme /ŋ/ and /b/ results the new phoneme /m/. 
 
b. Dissimilation 
Lass (1998) states that Dissimilation is the reverse process 
of assimilation that a phoneme avoids taking the feature of 
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neighbouring phonemes. Simply, it it the process of omitting a 
sound due to awkward repetition of the sounds within a word. The 
case of dissimilatin occurs for two times within Edwyn Collins 
utterance that they are found to arise in stressed and unstressed 
syllables; 
  Datum 09/E/30:36/D 
      Su(r)prising 
 
The datum 09/E/30:36/D shows dissimilation process in a 
word Surprising that phonetically transcribed in dictionary 
/səʹrprɅɪzɪŋ/ but Edwyn Collins pronounces it into /səʹprɅɪzɪŋ/. He 
omits phoneme /r/ in the first syllable.   As it should be pronounced 
well and correct as in the phonetically transcribed so it will not 
lead to the misunderstanding word. 
Datum 10/E/47:33/D 
       Feb(r)uary 
The second datum 10/E/47:33/D shows a word February 
that phonetically transcribed /ʹfɛbrʊəri/ but Edwyn Collins 
prounounces it into /ʹfɛbʊəri/ by omitting the phoneme /r/ as it is a 
second syllable of the word. Both of the datum above show the 
similar characteristic which the dissimilation process occurs in 
words with phoneme /r/. 
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c. Deletion 
Deletion or elision is the merger of a phoneme with another. 
Simply, deletion is a process of eliding a sound or syllable of a 
word. The researcher found eight data that consist of deletion issue 
within Edwyn Collins utterance in the movie; there is a data of 
apharesis, seven data of syncope, and apocope is not occured in the 
utterance.  
1. Apharesis 
Apharesis occurs when the loss of phoneme happens in the 
beginning of a word or initial word. As the datum 
14/E/38:10/DL/APH shows the apharesis issue that has been 
applied by Edwyn Collins within his utterance.   
Datum 14/E/38:10/DL/APH 
I’m capable of 
 
Edwyn Collins deletes the phoneme /ɪ/ in the word /Ʌɪm/ 
that it turns into /Ʌm/. This phenomenon is phonologically 
considered as featured by apharesis process because the loss of 
phoneme occurs in the initial part of the first word. The words 
I’m is losing the phoneme /ɪ/ so it turns into /Ʌm/ that it should 
be /Ʌɪm/. This utterance occurs as He explains about his effort 
to bring back what he had before having a stroke such as 
memory, skill in music and the way to communicate normally. 
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2. Syncope 
The loss of phoneme is particularly affected by vowel that 
occurs after voiceless stop consonants. The phoneme also can 
be omitted when a vowel occurs before the syllabic consonants. 
As the datum 16/E/59:17/DL/SY shows the syncope issue that 
has been applied by Edwyn Collins utterance within his 
utterance in the movie. 
Datum 16/E/59:17/DL/SY 
  I woke (h)er up 
Edwyn Collins deletes a phoneme /h/ in  a phrase I woke 
her up /Ʌɪ wəʊk hə: Ʌp/ but Edwyn  Collins utters it into /Ʌɪ 
wəʊk ə: Ʌp/ by deleting the phoneme /h/ in the middle of the 
phrase. The process of syncopation occurs in the whole rules of 
the process, weak vowels before the syllabic cosonants /l/, /m/, 
/n/ and /r/. This utterance occurs when Edwyn Collins is about 
to write new lyrics of a song but his wife wakes up and sees 
Edwyn Collins has a progress in writing.  
 
3. Apocope 
Apocope elides the final phoneme of the word. The final 
phoneme (stop alveolar consonant) of a word is linked by a 
word with consonant in the initial phoneme of the word. The 
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researcher does not find the case of apocope within Edwyn 
Collins utterance in the movie.  
 
d. Insertion 
Insertion occurs when an extra phoneme is added and/or 
inserted between two other phoneme or in the last part of a word. 
The phoneme mostly being inserted to bridge two phonemes which 
have different manner of articulation. The researcher found six 
cases that consist of insertion issue within Edwyn Collins 
utterances in the movie. The datum 19/E/04:44/I  shows the case of 
insertion that has been produced by Edwyn Collins. 
Datum 19/E/04:44/I 
Sc(r)ary  
 
A word Scary is faithfully transcribed /ʹskɛ:ri/ in  the 
dictionary but Edwyn Collins utters it into /ʹskrɛ:ri/ as he inserts a 
phoneme /r/ between the phonemes /k/ and /ɛ:/ that makes the 
word is not understandable. The phoneme /r/ is the bridge as he has 
difficulty in uttering Scary /ʹskɛ:ri/ in a proper way. Yet it turns 
into a wrong and meaningless word. This utterance occurs as 
Edwyn Collins says that the world after he gets stroke is a bit scary 
because he should struggle to face the reality with a stroke and 
unable to communicate as a normal person. 
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Datum 24/E/41:49/I 
heart break(s)ing stuff 
 
The datum 24/E/41:49/I shows the case of insertion that 
occurs in the middle of the phrase. A phrase heart breaking stuff 
phonetically transcribed /hɒ:t breɪkɪŋ stɅf/ but Edwyn Collins 
utters it into /hɒ:t breɪksɪŋ stɅf/ by inserting a phoneme /s/ between 
phonemes /k/ & /ɪ/.  This utterance occurs when Edwyn Collins 
explains that he should close the studio end is carrier up as a 
musician that is a heart breaking situation for him. 
 
B. Discussion 
This chapter focuses on the discussion of the research findings that 
the researcher has found before. There are two problem statements that the 
researcher brings up in the research. The problem statements are the 
aphasia symptomps that are applied by Edwyn Collins as a main character 
of The Possibilities Are Endless movie within his utterance that impacts to 
his language ability and the phonological error aspects that are found 
within those utterances.  
This research is under the psycolinguistics field as it explores the 
relationship between language and mind. According to Field (2003) 
psycolinguistics is a way to establish and understanding the processes 
which underlie the system that we call as language. As the language itself 
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is a product of a human mind as evidence of the way in which human 
beings organise their thoughts and having pattern upon their own 
experience. 
Psycolinguistics generally falls into six major areas, namely; 
Language Processing that happens inside of the brain when the human are 
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Language Storage and Access 
this is a process how the vocabularies are stored in mind and how human 
manage to find it when the need it. Comprehension Theory has a role on 
how human manage to bring world knowledge to bear upon new 
information that is presented and how to manage in constructing a global 
meaning of the words that have been heard and read. Language and The 
Brain Area, that the researcher uses within the case of language disorder 
(aphasia) in this research, that be responsible to the neurological actvity 
which corresponds to reading and listening and be responsible for the 
storage of the linguistic knowledge and semantic concepts.  Language in 
Exceptional Circumstances and First Language Acquisition (Field, 2003).   
As the language and brain area that becomes the dominant aspect 
that the researcher relies on as it is a part of psycholinguistics field that 
had been proposed by John Field. The damage that occur in the language 
area in the left brain that is responsible to the case of aphasia that Edwyn 
Collins suffers after he gets the stroke. 
The researcher found 65 data of Edwyn Collins’ utterances 
containing the aphasia symptomps that impact to the language ability and 
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its relation to the phonological error aspect in the movie. The aphasia 
symptomps have been analyzed by the researcher and those data lead to 
the type of Broca Aphasia. There are 7 symptomps; Repetition, Naming, 
Phonetic Deviation, Phonological Literal Paraphasia, Verbal Paraphasia, 
Agrammatism, and Non Fluent that occur in the Broca Aphasia within 
Edwyn Collins utterances based on Ardila (2010 & 2014)’s theory, 
namely; 
1. Broca Aphasia and Its Characteristics 
a. Repetition 
Repetition issue occurs when the speaker is unable to 
produce utterance in a proper way. This kind of symptomp is 
pretty common in language disorder field. Repetition may 
deficits in limitation of auditory-verbal short term memory, 
having difficulty in the level of phonological production, 
impairments in phoneme recognition , and semantic and 
syntactic comprehension (Ardila 2014).  Deficit in repeating 
words are not only quantitatively but also qualitatively. Thus, 
repetition is repeated word that disturb the flow of speech or 
conversation. A broca aphasic will tend to have trouble in a 
way to produce utterance normally as repetition is mostly 
occurred. In repetition case itself, several aspects defect the 
flow of speech such as word repetition, non word repetition, 
sound and syllables repetition,  and even sentence in a larger 
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unit. The researcher found 38 data that contain repetition, both 
word and non word, issue within Edwyn Collins utterance in 
the movie. 
As the datum 19 when Edwyn Collins utters that the birds 
he sees over the mountain getting better and free to fly, he tries 
to compare the situation with a situation tha he already faces, as 
he is now getting a stroke and suffers from aphasia that make 
him unable to be free as the birds fly over the mountain. In this 
utterance, Edwyn Collins utters “brightly aaa... the birds got.. 
got.. a.. better and.. better and.. flying a..again” the word 
repetition occurs as Edwyn Collins repeats a word got two 
times before he says a better, in which leading to the second 
repetition as he repeats a phrase  better and for two times in the 
same moment. Those word repetition may occurs as there is 
deficit in the motor speech capacity which lead to the repetition 
occurs as  Goldstein (1948)  also states that repetition implies 
sensory perception, motor speech capacity, ‘inner speech’, 
understanding of the material to be repeated, the attitude and 
educational level of the subject, and the context in which 
repetition occurs. The repetition in a word got and a phrase 
better and is a symptom that happens as a proof of the 
impairment in the motor speech capacity. 
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In datum 24 word and non word repetition occurs within 
Edwyn Collins utterance. As Edwyn Collins explains about his 
wonder about the nature. This utterance, “i look at the trees ... 
and.. i look at theee.. life and a... a... I... guess aa... aff... aff... 
wonder with.. aa.. the..the.. world” is a visualization when he 
is watching over the trees that makes him realizes that life is 
really awesome for him and life has given him so much to be 
grateful. But as this utterance being uttered the repetition issue 
occurs in several part of the utterance. A phrase i look at is 
somehow being repeated for two times in the beginning of his 
utterance, this explains that the speech motor capacity also 
impaired when it leads to several context (tree and life). As 
both of the objects have similarity in the impact of Edwyn 
Collins’ visualization towards life after he gets stroke. This 
symptomp in repeating a phrase i look at can be a proof of the 
impairment of the syntactic comprehension (Ardila, 2014).  
There is also non word repetition that occurs in the middle 
of his utterance. a... a... before a phrase I guess and  aa... aff... 
aff... before a phrase wonder with. This both non word 
repetition is a poof that there is impairment in the phoneme or 
word recognition as what Ardila (2014) has been proposed 
toward his theory. Edwyn Collins has difficulty in recognising 
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a phrase wonder with the world as he aims that he is wondering 
the world and life after he gets the stroke. 
In datum 26 Edwyn Collins utters “aa.. I.. little bit 
frightened with the world... or is too much.. is too... eeeum.. 
ouvv... heasyy (easy).. aa..aa.. an is too eum.. difficult for me.. 
is a.. is too... much to bear...” that the word repetition occurs in 
several part of the utterance. Edwyn Collins explains that he is 
a bit frightened to the world after he gets the stroke and suffers 
from aphasia that make him unable to communicate and 
singing normally as before. Word repetition issue occurs within 
a phrase is too that has been repeated for two times before a 
phrase much easy.  According to Ardila (2014) repetition 
happens as a proof of lack in phoneme or word recognition. 
Edwyn Collins has trouble in uttering a word much that leads 
to the repetition of a phrase is too before that word that seem to 
be a trouble and repeated word for two times in the datum 26. 
For the datum 51 there is also repetition issue that seem to 
be significantly proved within the utterance. Edwyn Collins 
utters “I.. ww...want..tooo..express my observ...vation...on life, 
what it is..aupp...to beee..a..aa..a.. live and 
feel..aa.aaa...aa..sense of joy...” as the context is about he 
attempts to explain that he really wants to express his 
observation towards life. His life seems so different after he 
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gets the disease and suffers from aphasia that makes him stuck 
on the hopeless situation tha he can’t communicate what he 
feels and thinks. Non word repetition issue occurs as he tries to 
utter a word life and a phrase sense of joy. Edwyn Collins 
having difficulty in uttering those words that leads the non 
word repetition occurs before those words. 
 
b. Naming 
Broca aphasic having difficulty in a word-finding process; 
naming impairment or failure, Ardila (2014). People who suffer 
from Broca aphasia having difficulty in finding words 
associated with a complex sentence form. They tend to have 
difficulty in naming the object that comprehensively they 
understand. There are several aspects that can be impaired in 
naming by a broca aphasic such as confrontation (object & 
actions and oral & written), define some objects, and fluency 
(category and initial letter). Naming issue occurs for five times 
within Edwyn Collins utterances in the movie. 
The datum 12 shows naming issue as Edwyn Collin utters 
“I..i..i..am a..a.. emm.. is to... ssh.. is to emmss.. emm.. i.. i.. 
dont know ashh..asshh.. is too.. precious.... what can i do about 
it... eum..eumm.. how is it? dududu ..” that present the case. 
This utterance occurs when Edwyn Collins sees the memory of 
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himself when he was kid that played in the garden. That was so 
precious moment for him. He afraids that those awesome 
mo``ment of his childhood will lost. Edwyn Collins having 
difficulty in naming a word precious that leads several 
humming occur before the word that he aims. The object or the 
momment that he aims is too precious so that somehow the 
error in naming can be impaired too.  
In  datum 43, naming issue also seem to be occured by 
Edwyn Collins within his utterance. He utters  “Six times.. I 
did.. sixty.. five days in a year.. noo.. what’s it.. no..no.. sixty 
(pause) *sigh* ..eum.. one, two, three, six...sixty five in ad 
..a..a.. year” as Edwyn Collins attempts to explain that he 
practices to sing and draw as it is a way to recover from his 
disease. He explains to the therapist that he practice it a lot 
during a year of his recovery process. But Edwyn Collins 
seems to have any trouble in remembering the number and 
days. The naming error in confontation happens when Edwyn 
Collins tries to utter a word year as a noun that he actually 
knows what he already wants to say, but there is error in 
naming an object which leads to non-fluently speech before he 
utters a word year that he aims. 
Edwyn Collins being so grateful that he can survive against 
his stroke and having a lovely wife that always support and 
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acompany him in every condition of his life. In  datum 45, as 
Edwyn Collins utters “I got.. boost from Saviour each 
day..aa..thee..aaa..all the time but..eum..better brightly im 
getting better and better and better.. but no.. yureekap (new 
record) moment for me” that explain the good progress that 
Edwyn Collins feels each day as it is because of the Savior. In 
this utterance, the researcher found out an issue which leads to 
the naming error symptom. Word-finding defects; naming 
impairment or failure to several words (confrontation, defines 
object, and fluency) that they already know, Ardila (2014). 
Edwyn Collins having trouble in naming a phrase that in this 
utterance as a confrontation (noun/object); new record moment. 
He makes it into unknown word that semantically seems to 
have no meaning. This also can be categorized as naming error 
within Edwyn Collins utterance in the movie. 
 
c. Phonetic Deviations 
Phonetic deviations in broca aphasia refers to misproduce 
phonemes that can still be recognized. Phonetic deviation that 
is found in aphasic deviation is any speech error produced by 
broca aphasic patient (Ardila, 2019). The researcher found 0 
data that has relation to the phonetic deviation within Edwyn 
Collins utterance in the movie. 
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d. Phonological Literal Paraphasia 
Phonological literal parapasia (PLP) refers to words that are 
incorrect from the point of view of the phonological 
composition. In this PLP, the errors can be due to; phoneme 
omissions, phoneme additions, phoneme displacements, and 
phoneme substitutions. PLP indicates that some linguistic form 
substituted for another but where the two forms bore some 
resemblance to each other. As in datum 04 Edwyn Collins 
shows the PLP symptom within his utterance. In this utterance 
“Are these all lies the.. the.. world... is a little bit a sc(r)ary.. 
aa..and.. abstract.” As Edwyn Collins explains that after he 
gets the stroke and everything seems so abstract. He can not 
say what he actually want to say. During his recovery process 
he often gets scary and frustration. PLP symptom seems to 
occur when Edwyn Collins has trouble in uttering a word 
scary. There is phoneme addition in a word scary. Additive 
phonemic errors or like phoneme subtitutions in the strict sese 
may or may not come from the immediate phonetic context 
(Taylor & Francis, 1989). As phonetically transcribed that it 
should be pronounced in /‘skɛ:ri/ but Edwyn Collins utters it 
into /‘skrɛ:ri/ as he adds phoneme /r/ between phoneme /k/ and 
/ɛ/. This case leads to the phonological literal paraphasia as 
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there is phoneme addition in a word scary. The feature may 
applied in several case of Broca aphasic person. 
Another phonological symptom that is applied by Edwyn 
Collins is in the datum 06. Edwyn Collins utters “Ideeaas in my 
head.. rr..rrespond just things.. going on.. a.. (pause) tittlee 
(little).. memories..” as this explains that the ideas inside of his 
mind are clear that trigger him to several memories back then 
before he gets the stroke. This utterance somehow able to lead 
on a conclusion that the idea that is processed in brain is 
normal but to transform it into clear and complex sentence he 
has severe  problem. Phoneme dispcalement/transition involves 
a right to lefft movement of some segmental unit usually a 
phoneme or a cluster. The substitution may also occurs within 
the words/phrases.  
Edwyn Collins having problem in uttering a word little that 
is faithfully pronounced and phonetically transcribed /ʼlɪt(ə)l / 
but he utters it into / tɪt(ə)l / that there is phoneme transition /l/ 
and /t/ which makes this word have different meaning. In this 
utterance the mistake is not merely a phoneme transition but 
can lead to the diffrent meaning of the word that has been 
uttered by Edwyn Collins. This case is somehow an error that is 
found in the feature of the Broca aphasia. 
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In the datum 32 the phoneme deletion that is also associated 
with phonological literal paraphasia is applied. “I remember 
walking to.. aa.. Brora (a place name) ten miles away in 
Hamstill (a place name)..(pause) the songs.. eum... are not 
good enough.. eee... to (be)gin with and.. eeum.. thinking to 
myself.. aa... chorus and the bars...” Edwyn Collins tells his 
experience when he was about having a show in Brora that 
miles away from his house in Hamstill. That was his period 
when he started his carrier in a band called Orange Juice. He 
thought that the song was not good enough to bring to show but 
that was a start. In this utterance, PLP symptom occurs in a 
word begin that is uttered by Edwyn Collins. He utters a word 
begin in /ʼɡɪn/ instead of as it should be pronounced and 
phonetically transcribed /bɪʼɡɪn/ in the dictionary. The phoneme 
deletion oftenly occurs in consonant cluster that is the site of a 
deletion error. Ussualy the deleted phoneme is the first initial 
or second initial consonant cluster of the word (Taylor & 
Francis, 1989). Edwyn Collins deletes the phoneme /b/ and /ɪ/ in 
a word /bɪʼɡɪn/ that leads to the phonological literal paraphasia 
affecting to the occurance of the mistaken word as it is a 
common feature in Broca Aphasia. 
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e. Verbal Paraphasia 
Verbal paraphasia refers to the substitution units in 
language. Based on Ardila’s explanation in verbal paraphasia 
there are several possibilities such as formal, morphemic, 
semantic, and unrelated paraphasia in which those several 
possibilities have their own features. The datum 20 shows 
Edwyn Collins’ utterance that has relation to the unrelated 
verbal paraphasia. Edwyn Collins utters “aa... endh... she(bird) 
wasn’t aa... tame anymore” that shows the impairment in 
uttering word that has no relation to the object that it is aimed. 
This utterance occurs when Edwyn Collins having flash back 
memmory when he was kid. He used to lay down over the field 
and watched finches fly in the sky, that they are freely fly like 
dancing. This memmory comes up when Edwyn Collins having 
recovery period in the hospital. He explains that he wants to be 
like those finches that freely fly and dance over the sky.                                                                   
  The researcher only found a single data that leads to the 
verbal paraphasia issue. Edwyn Collins utters she instead of 
finch/bird/it that grammatically relevant than she. The context 
itself is not relevant if he utters she before a phrase wasn’t a 
tame anymore.  Unrelated verbal paraphasasia happens when a 
Broca Aphasic person introducing or uttering words that do not 
seem to have any relationship with the current linguistics 
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context (Ardila, 2014). This symptomp leads to the case of 
unrelated verbal paraphasia. 
 
f. Agrammatism 
Agrammatism is a disruption of the grammatical structure 
of the language, observed in Broca’s aphasia, characterized by 
a reduction in the use or omission of grammatical morphemes 
(Ardila, 2014). In agrammatism the most common symptom 
that may occur is the lack of of function words and inflection. 
The sentences that have been produced are usually simple word 
constructions, it is like a word-heap. Edwyn Collins having 
trouble with roduction of auxiliary verbs and weak pronouns. 
The feature of agrammatism also a problem in processing 
English possessive and third person /s/ morpheme instead of 
plural /s/ morpheme. Preposition often seem to be error within 
the utterances. The researcher found out 17 data that contain 
agrammatism issue within Edwyn Collins’ utterance in the 
movie. 
As in the datum 01 Edwyn Collins utters “Eum.. 
eum....(pause) I love.. a.. a.. a.. a.. en.. en..enough... she.. is a.. 
a.. no.. no...” that in this utterance, Edwyn Collins tries to 
explain his feeling toward his wife that always acompany him 
in every condition. He loves Grace Maxwell so much as she 
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supports Edwyn Collins through the hard time during the 
recovery from the stroke. Agrammatism issue occurs as Edwyn 
Collins unable to arrange the sentence in a proper and 
grammatically correct.  As it should be uttered i love her and 
she is enough but it turns into that words. Edwyn Collins does 
not utter her as an objective pronoun and a word and as 
conjunction within his utterance that leads to the agrammatism 
symptom. 
Edwyn Collins explains that Grace Maxwell is always in 
his mind wherever and whenever he is even when he was in the 
hospital. He says that Grace Maxwell always alive in him, 
inside his mind. As the  datum 13 occurs “i can seen errr.. in 
my minds eyyy...” . But unfortunately, he does not utter it in a 
proper way as agrammatism issue happens within this 
utterance. Edwyn Collins utters seen as past participle / verb 3 
instead of see as infinitive/verb 1 that somehow leads to the 
grammarly error and make the utterance can not clearly be 
understood. The second symptom that may lead to the 
agrammatism is the adding of phoneme /s/ in a word mind that 
it should not be put at the end of the word.  Problems in 
processing english possessive and third person [s] that the 
plural [s] morpheme are somehow symptoms that lead to 
agrammatism issue (Nespoulous, 1988). 
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There is also agrammatism issue occurs in the datum 29, “I 
wrote that.. aa..aa..aa.. ish (it’s).. ish aa.. ish aa.. aa... ish aa.. 
strange to me.. aa..  i wrote that that song“. This utterance 
occurs when Edwyn Collins tries to write lyrics again. He can 
not believe that he alread write that words and it feels strange 
for him as he really hard in writing the words. After getting a 
stroke that causes him unable to speak and communicate 
normally, makes him strange to be in that situation. He was 
able to write a song normally but now it is so hard for him. It 
should be arranged as i wrote that song, it strange to me, i 
wrote that song. The exchannge of words in a sentence or not 
good in arranging the proper word in a correct position is 
another symptom of agrammatism case that is found in Broca 
aphasia. The problems with processing function of words when 
produced within a sentence (Adam, 2005). 
Agrammatism also occurs in datum 55 as Edwyn Collins 
utters “Grace is asleep... i woke her up and what is it, Edwyn? 
I’m..write this dairy.. i’m coming with this new lyric..”. Grace 
Maxwell wakes up and sees that Edwyn Collins has already 
done his new lyrics of his song. This situation makes Grace 
Maxwell feels amazed with Edwyn Collins as he can finish to 
write the lyrics that it means he has a good progress in writing 
ability. Agrammatism occurs in a clause i’m write this dairy as 
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there are two predicates within the clause. am as to be and 
write as a verb, there is overuse in the predicate. It should be i 
write this diary without adding tobe; am before a verb write. 
The overuse of verb and to be can lead to the symptom of 
agrammatism. 
 
g. Non Fluent 
Non fluent is a most commonly symptom that occurs in 
Broca aphasic utterances. The researcher found out 49 data that 
contain non fluent symptom within Edwyn Collins utterances 
in the movie. Nonfluent symptoms have a grammatical deficit 
which impedes for example the processing of thematic roles, 
clients with fluent aphasia have a lexico-semantic deficit which 
impedes their processing of thematic roles (Ardila 2014). The 
limited words that has been produced by a broca aphasic person 
is also a feature of non fluent symptom. Pauses that occurs in 
few seconds is categorized as the symptomp for prople with 
broca aphasia in producing utterance non fluently.  
As in datum 02, there is non fluent symptom that is applied 
by Edwyn Collins. “w...whaat’s happening to me.. a.. adhh.. 
fight..(pause)  *sigh* a... mean.. a..aaa.. aff.. a.. hard.. 
ain..a..aaa.. wo...www...oork.. a.. nooo.. not” this utterance 
occurs as Edwyn Collins feels that it is hard for him for having 
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a stroke that make him unable to speak normally. He really try 
so hard to speak in the beginning of his stroke period. Pauses 
occur as a result of processing words that happen in the 
language area of the brain. There is pause after the word fight 
as the process for Edwyn Collins to utter the next word that he 
aims. There is also non fluent feature such as afff and aaaa in 
this utterance.  
 In datum 037 non fluent symptom seems to occur as 
Edwyn Collins utters “wh..off..wwhh..wwwh..rgghh..woke up 
early in facing it in...but..beby..beb. eee... it cause mee.. (it’s 
because of me) aa.. confident to get ba..by what eum..eumm.. 
i’m trying to say...”. Edwyn Collins having trouble to start this 
utterance that leads the non fluent word ccurs, 
wh..off..wwhh..wwwh..rgghh..woke up, another feature is 
humming eum that happens two times before a phrase i’m 
trying to say. This feature is somehow leading to the case of 
non fluent.  
Edwyn Collins tries to mention the months in a year. He 
counts how many times in a year he practices the material that 
the therapist gives for his recovery process but he has severe 
trouble in uttering it fluently and properly. The utterance in 
datum 44, “Ja..je..ja..january, february, march, april, june, 
sshh (pause) ...asshh...hmm.. aaa...ath.. eummm...(pause) ashh.. 
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shh.. six.. eum.. seven.. eum.. sixty (pause) four.. *sigh* no.. 
sixty six four.. euthh.. *sigh* euth.. aghh.. eum.. help me...” , 
shows the non fluent symptom as Edwyn Collins unable to 
utter a word january fluently as it turns into Ja..je..ja..january. 
There is also pause for few second in several part of this 
utterance as it shows the processs of selecting the proper word 
that he aims. Pause occurs for three times in this utterance that 
somehow leads to the case of non fluent symptom. Non fluent 
symptom is mostly found in the broca type of aphasia. 
 
2. Phonological Error 
The researcher found out 24 data of words and phrases that lead to 
the phonological error based on the rules of phonology theory from 
Lass (1998) and Obied (2015). There are four aspects, namely; 
a. Assimilation 
A case of Assimilation process is found to occur in eight 
words and phrases. Two cases of regressive assimilation, three 
cases of progressive assimilation, and three cases of reciprocal 
assimilation. 
1.  Regressive Assimilation 
This type of assimilation proces applies for two 
times with two phoneme alterations within Edwyn Collins 
utterance in the movie. 
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Table 05 Regressive Assimilation  
Datum Phrases 
Phonetically 
transcribed 
The speech 
produced 
Phoneme 
encounters 
04/E/51:
26/A/R
A 
For me /fɔ:r mi:/ /fɔ:m mi:/ 
/r/ enc. /m/ 
→ /m/ 
08/E/01:
18:48/A
/RA 
After life /’ɑ:ftər lʌɪf/ 
/’ɑ:ftəl 
lʌɪf/ 
/r/ enc. /l/ → 
/l/ 
 
In the table above, regressive assimilation process 
of the datum 04/E/51:26/A/RA is identified the alteration 
of alveolar /r/ into bilabial /m/. A phoneme /r/ is 
converted into /m/ as followed by bilabial /m/ in the initial 
phoneme of the second word. As shown in for me that has 
been pronounced into /fɔ:m mi:/.  However that phrase is  
faithfully pronounced and phonetically trancribed as /fɔ:r 
mi:/ but Edwyn Collins utters it different. This alteration 
happens as in this utterance Edwyn Collins having 
difficulty in pronouncing alveolar /r/ that caused the 
alteration of /r/ into bilabial /m/. 
Regressive assimilation also applies in the datum 
08/E/01:18:48/A/RA as Edwyn Collins alters alveolar /r/  
into /l/ in a phrase after life. A phoneme /r/ is converted 
into alveolar /l/ as followed by alveolar /l/ as it is an initial 
phoneme of the second word. So this case leads to the 
phonological error aspect in a phrase after life that 
faithfully pronounced and phonetically transcribed as 
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/ʹɑ:ftər lɅɪf/ but Edwyn Collins utters it into /ʹɑ:ftəl lɅɪf/ 
that phoneme alteration occurs in the final phoneme of 
the preceding word. Based on those phrases that Edwyn 
Collins has produced, he has a difficulty in uttering an 
alveolar /r/ that leads to the case of regressive 
assimilation. 
2. Progressive Assimilation 
The researcher found out three data that contain 
progressive assimilation within Edwyn Collins utterances 
in the movie. 
    Table 06 Progressive Assimilation 
Datum Phrases 
Phonetically 
trascribed 
The speech 
produced 
Phoneme 
encounters 
01/E/02:
43/A/P
A 
I was 
realize 
/ʌɪ wɒz 
‘rɪəlʌɪz/ 
/ʌɪ wɒz 
zɪəlʌɪz/ 
/z/ enc. /r/ → 
/z/ 
02/E/05:
05/A/P
A 
Tear 
dropped 
/tɪər drɑpt/  /tɪər rɑpt/ 
/r/ enc. /d/ → 
/r/ 
07/E/01:
00:04/A
/PA 
Get on /ɡɛt ɒn/ /ɡɛt tɒn/ 
/t/ enc. /ɒ/ → 
/t/  
 
In the table above, the progressive assimilation are 
shown. Progressive asssimilation  occurs when the 
initial phoneme of the second word or syllable become 
similar to the final phoneme of the preceding word 
(Lass 1998). The datum 02/E/05:05/A/PA shows that 
Edwyn Collins utters a phrase tear dropped that 
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faithfully pronounced and phonetically transcribed /tɪər 
drɑpt/ but he utters it into /tɪər rɑpt/. The phoneme 
alteration of the initial phoneme of the second word 
alveolar /d/ that is converted into alveolar /r/ as 
preceded by alveolar /r/ in the first word. The latter 
phoneme is taking the whole features of the earlier 
phoneme. Thus, the phoneme /d/ is articulated into /r/. 
The datum 07/E/01:00:04/A/PA also shows 
progressive assimilation case. Edwyn Collins utters get 
on that faithfully pronounced and phonetically 
transcribed /ɡɛt ɒn/ but he makes it into /ɡɛt tɒn/. The 
alteration of the initial phoneme of the second word that 
turns into the final phoneme of the preceding word 
alveolar /t/. In this phrase Edwyn Collins having trouble 
in uttering a phrase get on in a proper way as it is 
phonetically transcribed that leads to the case of 
progressive assimilation. 
3. Reciprocal Assimilation 
The researcher found out three data that contain 
progressive assimilation within Edwyn Collins 
utterances in the movie. 
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Table 07 Reciprocal Assimilation 
Datum Phrases 
Phonetically 
trascribed 
The speech 
produced 
Phoneme 
alterations 
03/E/15:
35/A/RP
A 
Young 
bird 
/jʌŋ bə:d/ /jʌmbə:d/ 
/ŋ/ enc. /b/ 
alters into /m/ 
05/E/53:
09/A/RP
A 
I’m 
talking 
(a)bout 
/ʌɪm ‘tɔ:kɪŋ 
ə’baʊt/ 
/ʌɪm 
‘tɔ:kɪmbaʊ
t/ 
/ŋ/ enc. /ə’/ & 
/b/ alters into 
/m/   
06/E/54:
27/A/RP
A 
Get out /ɡɛt aʊt/ /ɡɛʈaʊt/ 
/t/ enc. /a/ 
alters into /ʈ/ 
  
According to Lass (1998) reciprocal assimilation 
occurs if there is a mutual influence between the two 
phonemes. The last phoneme of the first word and 
initial phoneme of the following word are influencing 
each other that leads to alter a new sound. As in datum 
03/E/15:35/A/RPA, reciprocal assimilation seems to 
occur within Edwyn Collins utterance. A phrase young 
bird that is phonetically transcribed /jɅŋ bə:d/ turns into 
/jɅm bə:d/. Thus, mutual influence between velar /ŋ/ 
and bilabial /b/ results the new phoneme, bilabial /m/. 
The phoneme /m/ is being produced by taking the 
voiceless feature from the earlier phoneme /ŋ/ that 
meets bilabial /b/. This symptom affects to the way how 
Edwyn Collins uttering the utterances properly. 
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In datum 05/E/53:09/A/RPA the case of reciprocal 
assimilation also occurs. The speech produced by 
Edwyn Collins is identified as /Ʌɪm ʹtɔ:kɪmbaʊt/ while 
i’m talking about should be pronounced /Ʌɪm ʹtɔ:kɪŋ 
əʹbaʊt/ based on the transcription in the dictionary. 
Edwyn Collins deletes a phoneme /ə/ before altering the 
mutual phoneme velar /ŋ/ and bilabial /b/ as the 
consequence the new sound occurs between them. The 
phoneme /m/ occurs between those mutual phonemes. 
This case happens as a proof of the lack in speaking 
ability that caused by the aphasia that affects to the way 
how Edwyn Collins speak. 
 
b. Dissimilation 
Dissimilation process occurs within Edwyn Collin 
utterances in the movie are amounted to two words. 
    Table 08 Dissimilation 
Datum Words 
Phonetically 
trascribed 
The speech 
produced 
Phoneme 
recurred 
09/E/30:
36/D 
Su(r)prisi
ng 
/sə’rprʌɪzɪŋ/ 
/sə’prʌɪzɪŋ
/ 
/r/ in a stressed 
syllable 
10/E/47:
33/D 
Feb(r)uar
y 
/‘fɛbrʊəri/ /‘fɛbʊəri/ 
/r/ in a stressed 
syllable 
 
The table above shows that dissimilation process 
applies only in a word with occurance of a phoneme /r/. The 
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dissimimilation process occurs in stressed and unstressed 
syllables. Dissimilation process in stressed syllable is found 
in the datum 09/E/30:36/D with a word surprising. The 
word is pronounced /səʹprɅɪzɪŋ/ instead of /səʹrprɅɪzɪŋ/ as 
phonetically transcribed in the dictionary. Edwyn Collins 
prefers to omit an alveolar /r/in the first syllable.  /r/ in the 
first syllable /səʹr/ is occuring in the unstressed syllable that 
consist of weak and short vowel /ə/. It is also occuring 
before stressed syllable and before bilabial consonant /p/. 
The omission of /r/ in the first syllable is caused by the 
existence of another /r/ in following syllable or it is called a 
phoneme recurrance.  
In the datum 10/E/47:33/D dissimilation process 
also occurs within a word february. Edwyn Collins utters it 
/ʹfɛbʊəri/ instead of /ʹfɛbrʊəri/ as phonetically transcribed in 
the dictionary. He omits the phoneme /r/ in the first 
syllable. A phoneme /r/ in the first syllable that consist of 
/ʊ/ that short and weak vowel. It also occurs before the 
bilabial consonant /b/. It does not matter to have /r/ omitted 
since it does not occur after stressed syllable before velar 
consonant /k/, /g/, or /ŋ/. The omission of the alveolar /r/ in 
a word february in the first syllable is somehow caused by 
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existence of another phoneme /r/ in the different syllable of 
the word (phoneme recurrance).  
 
c. Deletions 
1. Apharesis 
There is an apharasis case that applies within 
Edwyn Collins utterance in movie. 
  Table 09 Apharesis 
Datum Phrases 
Phonetically 
trascribed 
The speech 
produced 
Phoneme 
deleted 
14/E/38:
10/DL/
APH 
I’m 
capable of 
/ʌɪm 
‘keɪpəb(ə)l 
(ə)v/ 
/ʌm 
‘keɪpəb(ə)l 
(ə)v/ 
/ɪ/ is deleted 
 
The phrase above is phonologically considered as 
feature of apharesis process because there is loss of 
phoneme occur in the initial part of the word. As the 
phrase is uttered /Ʌm ʹkeɪpəb(ə)l (ə)v/ instead of /Ʌɪm 
ʹkeɪpəb(ə)l (ə)v/ that phonetically transcribed in the 
dictionary, where the phoneme /ɪ/ in a word I’m /ʌɪm/ is 
loss. The loss of phoneme in the initial part (initial 
deletion) of the word / phrase is somehow a case of 
apharesis (Lass, 1998). In this utterance Edwyn Collins 
has trouble in uttering I’m correctly as it should be 
pronounced that leading to apharesis issue. 
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2. Syncope  
This type of deletion applies for seven 
words/phrases within Edwyn Collins utterances in the 
movie as tha table below.  
Table 10 Syncope 
Datum 
Words / 
Phrases 
Phonetically 
trascribed 
The speech 
produced 
Phoneme 
deleted 
11/E/07:
48/DL/S
Y 
St(r)oke /strəʊk/ /stəʊk/ /r/ is deleted 
12/E/17:
00/DL/S
Y 
Free /fri:/ /fi:/ /r/ is deleted 
13/E/29:
43/DL/S
Y 
Fi(r)st 
time 
/fə:rst tʌɪm/  
/fə:st 
tʌɪm/ 
/r/ is deleted 
15/E/54:
42/DL/S
Y 
Exp(r)ess /ɪk’sprɛs/ /ɪk’spɛs/ /r/ is deleted 
16/E/59:
17/DL/S
Y 
I woke 
(h)er up 
/ʌɪ wəʊk 
hə: ʌp/ 
/ʌɪ wəʊk 
ə: ʌp/ 
/h/ is deleted 
1 
7/E/01:0
3:08/DL
/APH 
(S)pecial /‘spɛʃ(ə)l/ /pɛʃ(ə)l/ /‘s/ is deleted 
18/E/01:
04:56/D
L/SY 
Hos(pi)tal /‘hɒspɪt(ə)l/ /‘hɒst(ə)l/ 
/p/ & /ɪ/ are 
deleted 
   
Syncope is a loss of vowels or the loss of phonemes 
that particularly affected by the weak status of vowel 
itself which occurs after voiceless stop consonant (Lass, 
1998). As the datum 11/E/07:48/DL/SY shows the case 
of syncope. Edwyn Collins deletes the phoneme /r/ in a 
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word stroke that is phonetically transcribed as /strəʊk/ 
that turns into /strəʊk/. This case occurs as there is 
voicless stop consonants /t/ occurs before the phoneme 
/r/. The loss of the phoneme because the weak vowel in 
a syllabic consonant. 
The loss of weak vowels occuring after voiceless 
stop consonants, /p/, /t/, and /k/ is found within the 
datum 15/E/54:42/DL/SY in the word express. It should 
be faithfully pronounced and phonetically trnscribed as 
/ɪk’sprɛs/ but Edwyn Collins ignores a phoneme /r/ as it 
is occur after the weak of voiceless stop consonant /p/. 
The position of a phoneme /r/ as the weak vowel in the 
word occurs after voiceless stop consonant /p/ is 
somehow applicable to elide /r/ when Edwyn Collins 
tries to utter it in a way fast. 
3. Apocope 
Lass (1998) states that apocope is an eliding the 
final phoneme of a word. The researcher found zero 
data that applies the case of apocope within Edwyn 
Collins utterance in the movie. 
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d. Insertion 
A case of insertion applies for six words/phrases 
within Edwyn Collins utterances in the movie.  
Table 11 Insertion 
Datum 
Words / 
Phrases 
Phonetically 
trascribed 
The speech 
produced 
Phoneme 
inserted 
19/E/04:
44/I 
Sc(r)ary /‘skɛ:ri/ /‘skrɛ:ri/ /r/ is inserted 
20/E/13:
52/I 
I can 
see(n) 
/ʌɪ kən si:/ 
/ʌɪ kən 
si:n/ 
/n/ is inserted 
21/E/13:
56/I 
Mind(s) /mʌɪnd/ /mʌɪnds/ /s/ is inserted 
22/E/20:
23/I 
(h)easy /‘i:zi/ /h‘i:zi/ /h/ is inserted 
23/E/28:
30/I 
About(s) /ə’baʊt/ /ə’baʊts/ /s/ is inserted 
24/E/41:
49/I 
heart 
break(s)in
g stuff 
/hɒ:t 
breɪkɪŋ stʌf/ 
/hɒ:t 
breɪksɪŋ 
stʌf/ 
/s/ is inserted 
 
Insertion is when an extra phoneme is added or 
inserted between two other phonemes. As the datum 
19/E/04:44/I shows that Edwyn Collins utters a word scary 
into /ʹskrɛ:ri/ instead of utter it as it should be phonetically 
transcribed and pronounced /ʹskɛ:ri/. There is phoneme 
insertion, alveolar /r/, in the middle part of the word 
between stop consonant /k/ and a vowel /ɛ/ that Edwyn 
Collins has inserted within a word scary. This leading to 
the word that is not correct. The insertion also occurs in 
datum 23/E/28:30/I that Edwyn Collins inserts an alveolar 
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consonants /s/ in the end of the word about that faithfully 
pronounced and phonetically transcribed as /əʹbaʊt/. The 
insertion happens in the end of the word in which it is 
ended by the final phoneme /t/ that is voiceless, stop, and 
alveolar consonant. This phoneme insertion is somehow 
leading to the wrong word that has been pronounced by 
Edwyn Collin utterance in the movie. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
A. Conclusion  
Aphasia is a language disorder that caused by an impairment or deficit 
that happen in the dominant area of language called cerebral hemisphere 
due to stroke, lession in left hemisphere, brain damage, accident that leads 
to the brain injury, etc. The research consists of two problem statements; 
the types of Aphasia that Edwyn Collins suffers as a main character in The 
Possibilities Are Endless movie that impacts to his language ability and 
how do Edwyn Collins’s utterances affect to the phonological error aspects 
that is found within The Possibilities Are Endless movie in the perspective 
of Psycholingistics.   
The researcher found out 65 data that lead to the symptom of the type 
of Broca Aphasia that has been applied by Edwyn Collins’s utterance in 
the movie and 24 data that consist of words / phrases that affect to the 
phonological error that is uttered by Edwyn Collins. After analyzing the 
data, the writer has come to conclusion that the type of Aphasia that 
Edwyn Collins suffers as a main character in the movie is Broca Aphasia 
that is shown through its features; namely: 
1. Repetition occurs within 38 word repetition and 11 non word 
repetition. 
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2.  Naming occurs for 5 times that are devided into 3 difficulties in 
naming an action, 1 difficulty in naming an object, and 1 difficulty 
in defining an object. 
3. Phonetic Deviation does not occur within Edwyn Collins’s 
utterance in the movie. 
4.  Phonological Literal Paraphasia occurs in 19 words / phrases that 
consist of 10 cases of phoneme omission, 3 cases of phoneme 
addition, a case of phoneme displacement, and 5 cases of phoneme 
substitutions. 
5. Verbal Paraphasia occurs in 2 words; a formal and an unrelated 
paraphasia. 
6.  Agrammatism occurs for 17 cases.  
7.  Non Fluent occurs as almost in every utterance that Edwyn Collins 
utters, there are 49 cases of non fluent symptom. 
The researcher concludes that non fluent symptom is the most 
dominant feature and followed by the second dominant feature namely 
repetition (word and non word). Both of those features that are faithfully 
lead to the type of Broca Aphasia that Edwyn Collins suffers that have 
been proved by those symptom.  
Broca type of Aphasia has a thight relation to the error production of 
words, phrases, and complex sentences that are marked by the 
phonological error. The researcher has found 24 data related to the 
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phonological error aspects that Edwyn Collins applied within his utterance 
in the movie, namely; 
1. Assimilation occurs for 8 cases that consist of 2 cases of 
Regressive, 3 cases of Progressive, and 3 cases of Reciprocal 
Assimilation. 
2. Dissimilation occurs for 2 cases. 
3. Deletion occurs for 8 that consist of a case of Apharesis, 7 cases of 
Syncope and 0 case of Apocope.  
4. Insertion occurs for 6 cases. 
 
B. Suggestion 
The resercher urges to give suggestions in contributing to the 
linguistics research in psycholinguistics field, to help other researcher 
especially the member of English Letters Department and for the reader 
generally in order to give information towards the phenomenon of 
language disorder particularly in aphasia that lead them to be more aware 
with people with a case of language disorder. The suggestions are; 
1. For the students of English Letters and other researchers 
This research aims not only for an obligation, the researcher 
has an urge to discuss the research as he has an interesting on a 
linguistics especially in language disorder  due to its impact to 
the way how people communicate as it is another important 
part in life. The researcher expects the other students of English 
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Letters Department to improve their skill in reading, writing, 
and speaking as the necessity of doing a research that being 
implicated into reading the theories, writing the research, and 
speaking to present the research in front of the examiner. The 
researcher also expects that hopefully this research can be 
useful to other researcher as a reference of doing research in 
linguistics especially in language disorder field. 
 
2. For readers in general 
This research aims to give information generally to the 
reader towards the case of language disorder especially in 
aphasia that may be able to give awareness for people with 
normal language ability to be more aware and understand to 
people with language disorder particularly in aphasia, so they 
are able to feel accepted as their existence in society. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Edwyn Collins’ Biography 
 
Edwyn Stephen Collins (born 23 August 
1959) also known as Edwyn Collins or Ed 
Collins is a Scottish musician, producer and 
record label owner from Edinburgh, Scotland. 
Edwyn Collins was the lead singer for the 1980s 
post-punk band Orange Juice, which he co-
founded. Following the group's split in 1985, 
Collins started a solo career. His 1995 single "A 
Girl Like You" was a worldwide hit. Edwyn 
Collins was the co-founder of the indie record label Postcard Records and co-
founded a second label, Analogue Enhanced Digital, in 2011. Collins has also 
worked as an illustrator, television actor, television producer and record producer. 
He won an Ivor Novello Award, the Ivor Inspiration Award, in 2009. Edwyn 
Collins co-founded the band the Nu-Sonics in 1976 in the Glasgow suburb of 
Bearsden. The band changed its name into Orange Juice in 1979.  Edwyn Collins 
and his friend Alan Horne founded the record label Postcard Records that year to 
release the band's singles. The band's debut single, "Falling and Laughing" was 
issued in February 1980. 
In February 2005, two days after 
complaining of feeling unwell, Edwyn 
Collins was hospitalised and rushed to 
intensive care in London’s Royal Free 
hospital following two cerebral 
haemorrhages which resulted in aphasia, and 
he subsequently underwent a months-long 
rehabilitation period.  Edwyn Collins 
resumed his musical career in 2007.  
 
 
 
 
A documentary film on his recovery, titled The Possibilities Are Endless, 
was released in 2014. During the making of the film Edwyn has recovered much 
of his speech, though he’s still unable to play the guitar (Grace, or his son Will, 
often strum it for him as he makes chord shapes with his left hand). As well as his 
gift for melody, his sense of humour is definitely intact too, as is his laugh, a 
veritable mating call of merriment that’s deliciously infectious. 
 
 
 
Source:  
https://www.huckmag.com/art-and-culture/music-2/rip-it-up-start-again-the-fall-and-
rise-of-edwyn-collins/ 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edwyn_Collins 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Transcription Of Edwyn Collins’ Utterances 
 
Edwyn Collins : Eum.. eum....(pause) I love.. a.. a.. a.. a.. en.. en..enough... she.. 
is a.. a.. no.. no... (02:43) 
Edwyn Collins : w...whaat’s happening to me.. a.. adhh.. fight..(pause)  *sigh* 
a... mean.. a..aaa.. aff.. a.. hard.. ain..a..aaa.. wo...www...oork.. 
a.. nooo.. not… (03:25) 
Edwyn Collins : aa..aa.. how to die kid.. here... (04:32) 
Edwyn Collins : Are these all lies the.. the.. world... is a little bit a sc(r)ary.. 
aa..and.. abstract.. (04:44) 
Edwyn Collins : Oh.. o.. no.. it’s a match.. oo.. tch.. short... short again. Eum.. 
striving to.. think and aa.. eum... and.. and.. ish (it’s).. *exhale* 
eum... it’s not a.. tear (d)ropped yet.. aa.. aa.. (05:05) 
Edwyn Collins : ideeaas in my head.. rr..rrespond just things.. going on.. a.. 
(pause) tittlee.. (means little) memories.. (06:38) 
Edwyn Collins : Ish (it’s).. connected eeaasy.. (06:57) 
Edwyn Collins : is.. is.. all confusing.. eumm.. aa... al.. little strange.. to 
re..collect.. (07:03) 
Edwyn Collins : a.. because of.. aaa..a..a.. aa..a..stroke (07:48) 
Edwyn Collins : can ba..ba..balls.. like.. aa..aa..aa.. scary stuff ee..ee.. *exhale* 
ekh.. what happen to me .. *exhale* ... eh.. i... i... am.. struggling 
to.. a..talk conv... eum.. to term with..a.. who i am.. (07:54) 
Edwyn Collins : I..i..i.. ak.. feel.. things.. I..i.. can’t.. remember a..and still I love 
the place always did... I..it’s becoming.. more clear.. I..af.. thank 
for aa..aa.. moment. (10:07) 
Edwyn Collins : I..i..i..am a..a.. emm.. is to... ssh.. is to emmss.. emm.. i.. i.. dont 
know ashh..asshh.. is too.. precious.... what can i do about it... 
eum..eumm.. how is it? dududu .. *singing (12:14) 
Edwyn Collins : i can seen errr.. in my minds eyyy... ( i can see her in my mind) 
(13:52) 
 
 
 
 
Edwyn Collins : I... i... got.. sooo.. much emotion en... whales a..are inside of 
me... (14:13) 
Edwyn Collins : Ish (it’s) coming a...a.. Ish (it’s) coming.. back aa... slowly I can 
remember Grace... my wife.. she wants to make everything 
better... Maybe akh.. she is eum... my life (14:31) 
Edwyn Collins : No... no... a wait.. aa... i’m concentrating on thinking.. right 
Eum... edh.. I... remember (pause) the shore lying and i’m still.. 
watching that.. that (ships).. feeling... and soring (sore). (15:00) 
Edwyn Collins : When I was fourteen years old.. no... when I was eight years old.. 
eum.. i.. look over a green finch.. ei... it’s.. eum.. a young bird.. 
and.. i.. watted(watch) it up... (15:35) 
Edwyn Collins : I wanted to set.. a.. (it) free.. I remember.. eum.. eum... the.. 
feeling..aa... I have.. is a.. ouv a... manssshh (my).. pleasure.. 
(16:04) 
Edwyn Collins : brightly aaa... the birds got.. got.. a.. better and.. better and.. 
flying a..again (16:27) 
Edwyn Collins : aa... endh... she(bird) wasn’t aa... tame anymore (16:42) 
Edwyn Collins : maybe  it’s about..aaaa... Grace and I... (16:50) 
Edwyn Collins : she ssssset... me a free (17:00) 
Edwyn Collins : what a.. an experience it is (17:14) 
Edwyn Collins : i look at the trees ... and.. i look at theee.. life and a... a... I... 
guess aa... aff... aff... wonder with.. aa.. the..the.. world (17:30) 
Edwyn Collins : all of that nature aff.. is....(pause) life (18:00) 
Edwyn Collins : aa.. I.. little bit frightened with the world... or is too much.. is 
too... eeeum.. ouvv... heasyy (easy).. aa..aa.. an is too eum.. 
difficult for me.. is a.. is too... much to bear... (20:23) 
Edwyn Collins : Poss-sibilities are endless... possi-bilities are endless... possi-
bilities are endless... possi-bilities are endless... (22:27) 
Edwyn Collins : I struggle to..eumm..under--stand thing and..aaa...I struggle to 
remember... (26:29) 
 
 
 
 
Edwyn Collins : I wrote that.. aa..aa..aa.. ish (it’s).. ish aa.. ish aa.. aa... ish aa.. 
strange to me.. aa..  i wrote that that song (26:49) 
Edwyn Collins : I..i.. can’t remember.. I was seven..seven..teen years old.. 
couldnt say a thing.. it’s hard to.. efff.. for.. me.. to 
communicate... (27:54) 
Edwyn Collins : long beaches are..akh.. funny thing, i was at.. on aaaa..  show  
about my vo-voice.. and show about(s) the songs (28:30) 
Edwyn Collins : I remember walking to.. aa.. Brora (a place name) ten miles 
away in Hamstill (a place name)..(pause) the songs.. eum... are 
not good enough.. eee... to (be)gin with and.. eeum.. thinking to 
myself.. aa... chorus and the bars... (28:50) 
Edwyn Collins : aa... it’s.. aass..aa struggle me to talk to get.. aa.. the.. the 
meaning accross but I..  eumm.. managii..to lee...managing... to 
do that aa.. (29:26) 
Edwyn Collins : haa *sigh* I remember.. ett.. they..aa.. first time I did falling in 
love(ing).. and.. yea.. near the..the.. sea is good enough now..now 
it just.. it’s good enough (29:43) 
Edwyn Collins : say something true and say something valid, and sing something 
sseeh..sshh..surprising it’s ennn.. never easy aa.. an.. it’s first 
reaching.. aaa.. (30:36) 
Edwyn Collins : I remember back then i was serious..(pause)  aaa.. and.. do it 
again.. cause practice practice.. you  must practice.. and.. aaa... I 
ww..want to sing of attitude and commitment... (31:05) 
Edwyn Collins : wh..off..wwhh..wwwh..rgghh..woke up early in facing it 
in...but..beby..beb. eee... it cause mee.. (it’s because of me) aa.. 
confident to get ba..by what eum..eumm.. i’m trying to say... 
(33:50) 
Edwyn Collins : I feel... a..a sense of aa.. eum.. who I aam..a.aa.. sense of what 
I’m capable of next on.. a..a sense of who I was..ah..for my stuff.. 
38:10 
Edwyn Collins : I remember.. my recording..assh...studio..(pause) a place that I 
block walking in..(pause) it’s my world i said (38:47) 
 
 
 
 
Edwyn Collins : it’s heart breaking to end this studio, pushing to home again.. 
I..i’m concentrating on the..the music and it’s...ah..a..heart 
breaking stuff (41:49) 
Edwyn Collins : it must a match..aaa..i cry(ing) my eyes off... (42:07) 
Edwyn Collins : A..aa..an.. buttt..aa..aa.. I..am not sure.. ish..( it’s)..the the 
stuuudio... is gone for me... (44:24) 
Edwyn Collins : Six times.. I did.. sixty.. five days in a year.. noo.. what’s it.. 
no..no.. sixty (pause) *sigh* ..eum.. one, two, three, six...sixty 
five in ad ..a..a.. year (46:57) 
Edwyn Collins : Ja..je..ja..january, february, march, april, june, sshh (pause) 
...asshh...hmm.. aaa...ath.. eummm...(pause) ashh.. shh.. six.. 
eum.. seven.. eum.. sixty (pause) four.. *sigh* no.. sixty six 
four.. euthh.. *sigh* euth.. aghh.. eum.. help me... (47:33) 
Edwyn Collins : I got.. boost from Saviour each day..aa..thee..aaa..all the time 
but..eum..better brightly im getting better and better and 
better.. but no.. yureekap (new record) moment for me (51:26) 
Edwyn Collins : Precious.. keep going.. Edwyn.. keep going.. little.. up and up 
and up and up and up and up and up... (51:54) 
Edwyn Collins : ishh (means it’s)..a.. amazing to be in how it orphanage aa.. how 
it develops..eum..aaa.. the buibing (building) is..aa..wonderest 
thing (52:49) 
Edwyn Collins : brightly the..the dreams.. I’m talking about are clear..vision.. 
(53:09) 
Edwyn Collins : Grace helped me..aa..life--a lot through the..eum...dark days 
(pause) ..she set me..aa.. free (54:00) 
Edwyn Collins : Grace will... h-help me to..eum...get out in the world.... I said.. 
(54:27) 
Edwyn Collins : I.. ww...want..tooo..express my observ...vation...on life, what it 
is..aupp...to beee..a..aa..a.. live and feel..aa.aaa...aa..sense of 
joy... (54:42) 
Edwyn Collins : whaaat..could..i do..with this..situ--ation...aa...ish..ish..*sigh* 
ish(it’s) difficult to...eum...to...put into words (55:46) 
 
 
 
 
Edwyn Collins : possibly.. aa.. before my stroke.. i was a better to focus.. aa.. the 
next.. ee..stage of my career..eum..no..no..ee..  i was nice.. dont 
get me wrong.. but...eeeum...  i reckon in a way.. eummm... over 
that face (57:37) 
Edwyn Collins : my songs are.. kind of like aa.. aa meeting place..eee... to..store 
my ideas.. i say.. aa..crazy way of.. aaa... understanding but.. aff.. 
it works for me (58:38) 
Edwyn Collins : Grace is asleep.. i woke her up and what is it, Edwyn? I’m..write 
this dairy.. i’m coming with this new lyric.. (59:17) 
Edwyn Collins : I’m searching for the truth..I’m searching for..theee.thee 
truth.. and Grace thought that was a joke..and..and.. serious (59: 
34) 
Edwyn Collins : I... I... want to get on with...(pause) life and.. aa.. looking back is 
nostalgic i want to get on with.. p-possibilities are hadafbe (a 
head of me) ...looking back is not for me... (pause) looking 
forward is a way... (01:00:04) 
Edwyn Collins : enn...no..no..no.. no..  nn the shadow..a.. a.. is..of the choo...the 
chorus..zee..eee... thirty one years of rock and roll..aa.. the 
chorus what the heck i’m leaving now, what the heck leaving now, 
what the heck i’m leaving now, what the heck... is up.. (01:01:08) 
Edwyn Collins : aa.. I.. want to make (s)pecial music but aa...aa..a... my lyrics 
aaa..aa.aaa...arr..re..cord still (still arent recorded) (01:03:08) 
Edwyn Collins : Yeaa...eumm... six months in.. in... hostal (hospital) i couldn’t 
say..aa...aa.. word yes and no and the possibilities are endless... 
and.. I... I dont know Ish (it’s) a good luck and charm.. yes 
correct.. (01:04:56) 
Edwyn Collins : nothing to do with it... // annoying... // I haven’t to prove that... // 
it’s a good relax... //  possibly you.. are...aaa...interested... 
(01:09:10) 
Edwyn Collins : i feel the truth my love once more, i feel the life is good to feel... 
Yaa.. i got it, and practicing (pause) ...eumm... to my vocal 
tomorrow so... (01:11: 23) 
Edwyn Collins : Back then.. Love is a bless.. love and is aaa... sometimes 
complex. Nowadays love is aaa... real (01:15: 44) 
 
 
 
 
Edwyn Collins : Ish (it’s)... *sigh* ish a weird feeling..aa..ish..ish...to..backk 
to...eumm..eumm... (pause) eum..eum...nor..maliity.. and back 
to aa..future and back to open...*laugh* (01:17: 52) 
Edwyn Collins : back then before my stroke i was..eum... positive no after life but 
now i’m..’i’m... not sure..an..an.. after life possibly but i’m not 
sure.. Let see what happens... (01:18: 48) 
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Repetition issue occurs in this 
utterance. They are non word 
and word repetition; Non word 
like  Eum.. eum... and  a.. a.. a.. 
a.. as he tries to produce enough 
properly, but it becomes  “a.. a.. 
a.. a.. en.. en..enough..” there is 
non word repetition before  
“enough…”.  There is also word 
repetition “no” becomes 
“no..no..” that is being uttered 
twice. 
 
Naming issue occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
having trouble in uttering what 
he actaully wants to say after 
utteing “i love...”.  
 
In this utterance there is also 
Agrammatism occurs. Edwyn 
Collins has difficulty to say a 
full and proper sentence. The 
trouble happens on the way how 
he arranges the proper words in 
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001/E/02
:43/MJ/
B 
/RP+NM
+AG 
 
 
 
Eum.. 
eum....(pause) I 
love.. a.. a.. a.. a.. 
en.. en..enough... 
she.. is a.. a.. no.. 
no... 
√ √    √           
 
 
 
 
a good and grammarly correct 
sentence. It shoud be uttered in 
a grammarly correct sentence; “I 
love her and she is enough” but 
it becomes non-fluently uttered 
“ Eum.. eum.... I love.. a.. a.. a.. 
a.. en.. en..enough... she.. is a.. 
a.. no.. no...” there is omission 
in several words; her & and that 
make this utterance grammarly 
incorect and not well-structured.   
002/E/03
:25/MJ/
B/AG+N
F 
 
w...whaat’s 
happening to me.. a.. 
adhh.. fight..(pause)  
*sigh* a... mean.. 
a..aaa.. aff.. a.. 
hard.. ain..a..aaa.. 
wo...www...oork.. 
a.. nooo.. not 
√     √ √          Word repetition occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
repeats a before the phrase hard 
three times and repeats it again 
for two times before he finally 
utters work. 
 
There is also agrammatism issue 
occurs in this utterance as it is 
like word-heap that have no 
meaning because the grammar 
structure is not correct that leads 
to an error sentence that can’t be 
understood.  
 
Non fluent symptom occurs in 
this utterance   as it is marked 
  
 
 
 
 
by giving pause for few seconds 
after Edwyn Collins utters 
“...fight”. edwyn collins also has 
dificulty in uttering “work” in a 
proper way it turns into 
“wo...www...oork..”  there is 
also pause in the middle of the 
sentence. 
003/E/04
:32/MJ/
B/RP 
 
aa..aa.. how to die 
kid.. here... 
√                There is repetition issue in this 
utterance; non word repetition 
aa.. occurs twice before the 
word “how to...”  
  
 
004/E/04
:44/MJ/
B/RP+P
LP+AG 
 
 
Are these all lies 
the.. the.. world... is 
a little bit a sc(r)ary.. 
aa..and.. abstract. 
√   √             Word repetition occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
utters the before a phrase the 
world. It is uttered two times. It 
should be “I was realize the 
world...” but it becomes “I was.. 
realize the.. the.. world... is a 
little bit scary...” 
 
Phonological (literal) 
paraphasias issue also occurs 
here. There is phoneme addition 
in “scary” into “sc(r)ary”.  
  
 
 
 
 
005/E/05
:05/MJ/
B/RP+V
P 
 
Oh.. o.. no.. it’s a 
match.. oo.. tch.. 
short... short again. 
Eum.. striving to.. 
think and aa.. eum... 
and.. and.. ish 
(it’s).. *exhale* 
eum... it’s not a.. tear  
(d)ropped yet.. aa.. 
aa.. 
√    √  √          Repetition issue occur in this 
utterance, in the middle of the 
utterance, a word-repetition 
happens as Edwyn Collins utters 
a word; “short” two times. And 
also he utters “and” three times 
before he wants to say “it’s not 
a tear...”  
 
There is also verbal paraphasia 
issue occurs in the middle of the 
sentence in order to say “it’s” 
turns into “ish” there are 
replaced phoneme which lead to 
make the word has no meaning 
or it seems to be uttered as sigh. 
 
There is also non-fluent 
symptom as it is marked in 
several humming like oo.., 
eum..., aa... before Edwyn 
Collins utters several word. 
  
006/E/06
:38/MJ/
B/AG+P
LP 
 
ideeaas in my head.. 
rr..rrespond just 
things.. going on.. a.. 
(pause) tittlee.. 
(means little) 
memories.. 
   √  √           There is also phonological 
literal paraphasia (PLP) happens 
in this utterance as Edwyn 
Collins displaces the phoneme 
/t/ into /l/ that makes the word 
“little” becomes “tittle”. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
There is Agrammatism issue 
happens in this utterance as 
Edwin Collins in order to say 
“ideas in my head respond 
things that going on to the little 
memories” but it turns into 
”ideas in my head respond just 
things going on tittle memories” 
007/E/06
:57/MJ/
B/PLP 
 
Ish (it’s).. connected 
eeaasy.. 
   √             There is phonological literal  
paraphasia issue in this 
utterance. It should be “it’s” but 
it turns into “ish” because there 
is omitted phoneme /t/ in the 
middle of the word. 
 
  
008/E/07
:03/MJ/
B/PLP+
NF 
 
is.. is.. all confusing.. 
eumm.. aa... al.. 
little strange.. to 
re..collect.. 
   √   √          There is non fluent issue occur 
in this utterance as it is marked 
by humming eummm... annd 
aa... before the phrase “...little 
strange to recollect”. Also there 
is pause during the way he utters 
the sentence in a proper way 
which leads this into non fluent 
symptom too. 
  
 
 
 
 
009/E/07
:48/MJ/
B/RP/ 
 
a.. because of.. 
aaa..a..a.. 
aa..a..stroke 
√                Non-word repetition issue 
occurs in this utterance before 
the word “stroke”. It should be 
“because of stroke” but Edwyn 
Collins utters it  “because of.. 
aaa..a..a.. aa..a..stroke” 
  
010/E/07
:54/MJ/
B/RP+N
F 
 
can ba..ba..balls.. 
like.. aa..aa..aa.. 
scary stuff ee..ee.. 
*exhale* ekh.. what 
happen to me .. 
*exhale* ... eh.. i... 
i... am.. struggling 
to.. a..talk conv... 
eum.. to term 
with..a.. who i am.. 
√      √          There is also repetition occurs in 
the middle of sentence. The 
non-word repetition occurs 
before the phrase ; “scary 
stuff...” he repeats  “aa...” three 
times. Word repetition occur 
when Edwyn Collin would like 
to say “I am struggling to 
talk...” but it becomes “I...I... am 
struggling to talk...” he repeats 
“I” for three times. 
 
There is non-fluent isuue occur 
in this utterance as it is marked 
on a word “balls” Edwyn 
Collins utters it to   
“ba..ba..lls..” 
Also there is humming “eum...” 
before the words “to term 
with...” 
  
 
 
 
 
011/E/10
:07/MJ/
B/RP 
 
I..i..i.. ak.. feel.. 
things.. I..i.. can’t.. 
remember a..and 
still I love the place 
always did... I..it’s 
becoming.. more 
clear.. I..af.. thank 
for aa..aa.. moment. 
 
√      √          There is repetition issue;  word 
and non-word repetition in this 
utterance. Word repetition 
occurs when Edwyn Collins 
would like to say “I feel 
things...” it turns into  “I..i..i.. 
ak.. feel.. things..” this happens 
two times in this utterance, the 
second one occurs when he 
wants to say “I can’t 
remember...” it turns into “I.. i.. 
can’t.. remember..”. Non-word 
repetition occurs before the 
word moment as it should be 
“thank for a moment” but it 
becomes “thank for aa...aa... 
moment” 
 
There is non fluent issue as 
Edwyn Collins in order to say 
and & thank get a trouble that 
both of the words become 
a...and & af...thank 
  
012/E/12
:14/MJ/
B/RP+N
M+NF 
 
I..i..i..am a..a.. 
emm.. is to... ssh.. is 
to emmss.. emm.. i.. 
i.. dont know 
ashh..asshh.. is too.. 
√ √     √          Repetition happens in this part 
of utterance. The word 
repetition occurs four times 
here; “I..i..i..”  “a..a..” , “is to... 
is to”, “i.. i..” 
  
 
 
 
 
precious.... what can 
i do about it... 
eum..eumm.. how is 
it? dududu .. 
*singing 
 
Naming issue occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
having difficulty in uttering too 
precious. 
 
Non fluent symptom occurs as it 
is marked by humming in the 
middle of the sentence 
“ashh..ashh..”  , “emmm” before 
the the words “I don’t know ”, 
and “eummm” before the words 
“how is it?” 
013/E/13
:52/MJ/
B/AG+N
F 
 
i can seen errr.. in 
my minds eyyy... ( i 
can see her in my 
mind) 
     √ √          Agrammatism issue occur in 
this utterance as Edwyn Collin 
would like to say ”I can see her 
in my mind” but it becomes “i 
can seen errr.. in my minds 
eyyy...” that makes the grammar 
structure of this utterance is not 
correct and well-structured. 
 
Non-fluent symptom also occurs 
when Edwyn Collins tries to say 
a phrase “in my mind” there is 
“errrrrr” and “eyyy” after that 
phrase before he finishes his 
utterance. 
  
 
 
 
 
014/E/14
:13/MJ/
B/RP+N
F 
 
I... i... got.. sooo.. 
much emotion en... 
whales a..are inside 
of me... 
 
√      √          There is repetition issue occurs 
in this utterance. In the 
beginning of the utterance when 
Edwyn Collins wants to say “I 
got so much emotion...” but it 
turns into “I...I.. got so much 
emotion...” the word repetition 
occurs as he repeats “I” twice. 
 
And also Edwyn Collins has 
trouble in saying “are” as i 
should be in a proper way, this 
can be categorized as the non-
fluent symptom. 
  
015/E/14
:31/MJ/
B/NF+P
LP 
Ish (it’s) coming 
a...a.. Ish (it’s) 
coming.. back aa... 
slowly I can 
remember Grace... 
my wife.. she wants 
to make everything 
better... Maybe akh.. 
she is eum... my life 
   √   √          In this utterance there is also 
phonological literal paraphasia 
issue happens in the begining 
when Edwyn Collins utters 
“it’s” which it should be 
pronounced /ɪts/ but he makes it 
into /ɪsʃ/ he omits phoneme /t/ 
and adds phoneme /ʃ/ in the end 
of the word. 
 
There is non-fluent symptom 
happens in several part of this 
utterance; “a...a...” “akh...” and 
  
 
 
 
 
“eum...” they occur and make 
the utterance is not a proper 
sentence.  
016/E/15
:00/MJ/
B/RP+N
F 
 
No... no... a wait.. 
aa... i’m 
concentrating on 
thinking.. right 
Eum... edh.. I... 
remember (pause) 
the shore lying and 
i’m still.. watching 
that.. that (ships).. 
feeling... and soring 
(sore). 
√      √          There is repetition happens in 
this utterance. The word 
repetition “No..” occurs twice in 
the beginning of the sentence. 
There is also a word “that” that 
he repeats twice before he utters 
“ship”. 
 
Non fluent symptom occurs as it 
is marked by several humming 
such as “aa...”  “eum” and “edh” 
before he utters “I remember...” 
and also pause happens before 
he continue to say “the shore...” 
  
017/E/15
:35/MJ/
B/PLP+
NF 
 
When I was fourteen 
years old.. no... 
when I was eight 
years old.. 
eum.. i.. look over a 
green finch.. ei... 
it’s.. eum.. a young 
bird.. and.. i.. 
watted(watch) it 
up... 
   √   √          There is phonological literal 
paraphasia issue happens when 
Edwyn Collins utters “watch” 
/wɒtʃ/ into /wɒttd/ that Edwyn 
Collins delete the last two 
phonemes  /tʃ/ and change it 
into   /ttd/. So it becomes a 
strange word to be understood. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
There is non-fluent symptom 
happens in this utterance “eum” 
occurs twice; before “i look over 
a green finch...” and before “a 
young bird” . “ei” occurs before 
the word “it’s”. 
018/E/16
:04/MJ/
B/PLP+
NF 
 
I wanted to set.. a.. 
(it) free.. I 
remember.. eum.. 
eum... the.. feeling.. 
aa... I have.. is a.. 
ouv a... manssshh 
(my).. pleasure 
   √   √          There is also phonological 
literal paraphasia issue that 
happens in a word “my” /mʌɪ/ 
that Edwyn Collins makes it 
into /eman’tʃ/ which lead to the 
unrecognized word. It should be 
“my pleasure”. 
 
Non fluent issue occurs as it is 
marked by “eum” “aa..” and 
“ouv” that make this utterance 
not fluently being uttered. 
 
  
019/E/16
:27/MJ/
B/RP+N
F 
 
brightly aaa... the 
birds got.. got.. a.. 
better and.. better 
and.. flying a..again 
√      √          There is also repetition occurs in 
this utterance; there are word 
repetition “got” and a phrase 
“better and...” it should be 
uttered in a proper way “...the 
birds got a better and flying 
again” but it turns into “... the 
birds got.. got.. a.. better and.. 
  
 
 
 
 
better and.. flying a..again”. 
 
There is non-fluent issue in the 
beginning of the utterance as 
Edwyn Collins would like to say 
“brightly the birds got...” but 
there is “aaa...” before that 
sentence so it becomes  
“brightly aaa... the birds got...”  
Also  when he attempts in 
saying again he makes it into 
“... a..again”. 
020/E/16
:42/MJ/
B/VP+N
F 
aa... endh... 
she(bird) wasn’t 
aa... tame anymore 
    √  √          There is also verbal paraphasia 
issue that occurs in this 
utterance as he utters bird into 
she which has unrelated 
meaning that leads to the 
unrelated paraphasia symptom. 
 
There is non-fluent issue occurs 
in this utterance as it is marked 
by “aa” and “endh” in the 
beginning and in the middle of 
the sentence. It should be “she 
wasn’t tame anymore” but he 
utters non-fluently becomes   
“aa... endh... she wasn’t aa... 
tame anymore” 
  
 
 
 
 
 
021/E/16
:50/MJ/
B/NF 
maybe  it’s 
about..aaaa... Grace 
and I... 
      √          There is non fluent symptom in 
this utterance as it is marked by 
“aaaaa...” before Edwyn 
Collins utters ”Grace and I” 
  
022/E/17
:00/MJ/
B/AG 
she ssssset... me a 
free 
     √           Agrammatism occurs in this 
utterance as on the grammar 
perspective it should be “she 
set(s) me free” but Edwyn 
Collins makes it into “ she set 
me a free” which lead the 
sentence is not correct. This 
makes the sentence is not easy 
to be understood.  
  
023/E/17
:14/MJ/
B/AG 
what a.. an 
experience it is 
     √           There is also agrammatism issue 
occurs in this utterance as 
Edwyn Collins would like to 
say “what an experience it is” 
but it turns into “what a.. an 
experience it is” that make the 
sentence is not correct because 
there are two articles; a and an 
before a word experience. It 
should be an experience. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
024/E/17
:30/MJ/
B/RP+N
M 
 
i look at the trees ... 
and.. i look at theee.. 
life and a... a... I... 
guess aa... aff... 
aff... wonder with.. 
aa.. the..the.. world 
√ √               There is repetition; word 
repetition and non-word 
repetition. Edwyn collins utters 
“I look at” for two times in the 
beginning of the utterance. 
There is also non-word 
repetition a..a.. before he utter  s 
“I guess...” and aff..aff.. before 
he utters “wonder with...” 
Word repetition also occurs in 
the last word of his utterance. 
He repeats “the” two times so it 
becomes “the..the.. world”. 
 
Naming issue occurs as Edwyn 
Collins having touble in uttering 
“..wonder with the world..” as it 
is shown that he really difficult 
in uttering he wonders with the 
world.   
  
025/E/18
:00/MJ/
B/NM+
NF 
all of that nature aff.. 
is....(pause) life 
 √     √          Namming issue occurs in this 
utterance as he gets trouble in 
mentioning life. 
 
There is non-fluent symptom in 
this utterance as it is marked by 
pause for a few seconds before 
he utters the word “life” in the 
  
 
 
 
 
last of Edwyn Collins’ 
utterance.   
026/E/20
:23/MJ/
B/RP+P
LP+NF 
 
aa.. I.. little bit 
frightened with the 
world... or is too 
much.. is too... 
eeeum.. ouvv... 
heasyy (easy).. 
aa..aa.. an is too 
eum.. difficult for 
me.. is a.. is too... 
much to bear... 
√   √   √          Repetition both word and non 
word occurs in this utterance. 
Word repetition occurs as 
Edwyn Collins repeats “is too” 
two times before the word easy 
it should be utterd “is too easy” 
but Edwyn Collins makes it into  
“or is too much.. is too... 
eeeum.. ouvv... heasyy (easy)..  “ 
then he also repeats “is” two 
times as it should be “...is too 
much too bear” but it turns into 
“ is a.. is too.. much to bear”. 
For the non word, there is “a..” 
that Edwyn Collins repeats in 
two times which is it should not 
be put in to the sentence.  
 
Phonological literal paraphasia 
happens in the word easy which 
is it should be pronounced /’i:z 
i/ but Edwyn Collins makes it 
into  
  
 
 
 
 
/h’i:z i/ he adds the phoneme 
/h/ in the beginning of the word 
easy which make the word is not 
correct and not quite easy to 
understand. 
 
There is non fluent symptom 
happens in this utterance as it is 
marked by “aa..” in the very 
beginning part of Edwyn Collins 
utterance before he utters “I 
little bit frightened...” then in 
the middle of the sentence 
before he utters “...easy” there is 
“eumm” and “ouvv” and “eum” 
before the word “difficult”. 
027/E/22
:27/MJ/
B/NF 
 
Poss-sibilities are 
endless... possi-
bilities 
are endless... possi-
bilities are endless... 
possi-bilities are 
endless... 
√      √          There is repetition issue as 
Edwyn Collins repeats the 
sentence into four times. 
 
There is non fluent symptom 
happens in this utterance. 
Edwyn Collins has difficulty in 
uttering the word possibilities in 
those three times  so that it 
sound to be like word broken  
when he utters it in order to 
  
 
 
 
 
emphasize that the possibilites 
are trully endless. 
028/E/26
:29/MJ/
B/NF 
 
I struggle 
to..eumm..under--
stand thing 
and..aaa...I struggle 
to remember... 
      √          Non fluent symptom occurs as it 
is marked by humming “eum” 
before the word understanding 
that Edwyn Collins also say it 
no in proper way as there is 
word break in the middle of the 
word.  
  
029/E/26
:49/MJ/
B/RP+A
G+NF 
I wrote that.. 
aa..aa..aa.. ish 
(it’s).. ish aa.. ish 
aa.. aa... ish aa.. 
strange to me.. aa..  i 
wrote that that song 
√     √ √          There is word repetition 
happens as Edwyn Collins utters 
that in two times that make it 
into “...that that song” . 
 
Agrammatism also happens here 
as it should be “it is strange to 
me that i wrote that song” but it 
turns into “i wrote that ... 
strange to me ... i wrote that that 
song” which is not grammarly 
well-structured. 
 
There is non fluent issue occurs 
in this utterance as it is marked 
by too much “aaa...”  during this 
utterance is uttered. It should be 
  
 
 
 
 
“i wrote thath song, it strange to 
me, i wrote that song” but it 
becomes “ I wrote that.. 
aa..aa..aa.. ish (it’s).. ish aa.. 
ish aa.. aa... ish aa.. strange to 
me.. aa..  i wrote that that  
song” 
 
030/E/27
:54/MJ/
B/RP+A
G+NF 
 
I..i.. can’t 
remember.. I was 
seven..seven..teen 
years old.. couldnt 
say a thing.. it’s hard 
to.. efff.. for.. me.. 
to communicate... 
√     √ √          There is word repetition occur 
in this utterance as Edwyn 
Collins would like to say “I 
can’t remember I was...” but he 
repeats  I for two times so it 
becomes “ I..i.. can’t 
remember..” there is also word 
repetition in the middle of the 
sentence as he repeats “seven” 
for two times in the word 
seventeen.  
 
Agrammatism issue happens as 
he attempts to say “...it’s hard 
for me to communicate” but 
Edwyn Collins put to before the 
word for so it becomes “...it’s 
hard to for me to communicate” 
which is grammarly not well-
structured.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
Non fluent symptom also occurs 
in this utterance as he tries to 
utter “...it’s hard for me to 
communicate”  but it becomes 
“.. it’s hard to.. efff.. for.. me.. 
to communicate...”  
031/E/28
:30/MJ/
B/PLP+
NF 
long beaches 
are..akh.. funny 
thing, i was at.. on 
aaaa..  show  about 
my vo-voice.. and 
show about(s) the 
songs 
√   √  √ √           
There is also word repetition 
occurs in the way Edwyn 
Collins utters “show about” two 
times as he able to make it in 
simpler way “i was on a show 
about my voice and my songs” 
but he repeats the words show 
about two times. 
 
Phonological literal paraphasia 
also occurs in the way how 
Edwyn Collins utters about in 
the last sentence  as he adds a 
phoneme /s/ in the end of a 
word; about that it should be 
pronounced /əbaʊt/ but it turns 
into / əbaʊts/. 
 
Agrammatism occurs as he 
  
 
 
 
 
tends to put two prepositions at 
and on in sequence before the 
show. He should choose only 
one to make the sentence 
grammarly correct. 
 
There is non fluent symptom 
that occur before the word 
“funny thing...” it is marked by 
akh and aaaa before  Edwyn 
Collins says “show about my...” 
as he continues his uttreance. 
Also non fluent symptom 
happens in the way how Edwyn 
Collins utters a word; “voice” 
into “vo-voice...” this shows 
that in order to utter several 
words he has difficulty. 
 
032/E/28
:50/MJ/
B/PLP+
NF 
 
I remember walking 
to.. aa.. Brora (a 
place name) ten 
miles away in 
Hamstill (a place 
name)..(pause) the 
songs.. eum... are 
not good enough.. 
eee... to (be)gin with 
   √   √          There is also phonological 
literal paraphasia issue in the 
word begin, there is phoneme 
deletion in this word as Edwyn 
Collins utters begin  /bɪʼɡɪn/ 
into /ʼɡɪn/ and delete two 
phonemes /b/ and /ɪ/ in the 
beginning of the word.  
  
 
 
 
 
and.. eeum.. 
thinking to myself.. 
aa... chorus and the 
bars... 
 
Non fluent symptom occurs in 
several part of this sentence. 
There are aa... , eum..., eee... 
and pause for several seconds 
after Edwyn Collins says “..ten 
miles away in Hamstil...”. 
033/E/29
:26/MJ/
B/RP+A
G+NF 
aa... it’s.. aass..aa 
struggle me to talk 
to get.. aa.. the.. the 
meaning accross but 
I..  eumm.. 
managii..to 
lee...managing... to 
do that aa.. 
√     √ √          Word repetition happens when 
Edwyn Collins tries to utter the 
before the word meaning he 
repeats the for two times. So it 
becomes “...the...the meaning...”   
 
There is also agrammatism issue 
occur in the last sentence as he 
would like to say “...I manage to 
do that..” but it becomes “ I..  
eumm.. managii..to lee... 
managing... to do that aa..” it 
should be manange without ing 
as it is should be to + infinitive. 
 
There is non fluent symptom 
happens in this utterance for 
several times. It is marked by 
aaa, eum  and there is difficulty 
in uttering a word struggle in a 
proper way that makes it like a 
  
 
 
 
 
breaking word into  aass..aa 
struggle. Besides, when Edwyn 
Collins attempts to utter 
mananging it becomes managii 
and not clearly finished then he 
repeat it into managing. 
034/E/29
:43/MJ/
B/RP+A
G+NF 
haa *sigh* I 
remember.. ett.. 
they..aa.. first time I 
did falling in 
love(ing).. and.. 
yea.. near the..the.. 
sea is good enough 
now..now it just.. it’s 
good enough 
√     √ √          There is word repetition as he 
utters the two times in order to 
say “...the sea is good 
enough...” . 
 
Agrammatism issue occurs in 
this utterance, Edwyn Collins 
gets trouble in making sentence 
as he should say “i remember 
them” but it turns into “i 
remember they” he puts subject 
they as it should be object 
pronoun them. And also when 
he utters “first time fallin in 
loving” it should be fallin in 
love without ing in the end of 
the word love. 
 
There is non fluent happens in 
the biginning of the utterance, 
after uttering “i remember...” he 
gets difficutlty in saying they so 
  
 
 
 
 
it becomes “... ett.. they..aa..”. 
035/E/30
:36/MJ/
B/NF 
say something true 
and say something 
valid, and sing 
something 
sseeh..sshh..surprisi
ng it’s ennn.. never 
easy aa.. an.. it’s 
first reaching.. aaa.. 
√      √          There is also non word 
repetition occurs before Edwyn 
Collins utters a word surprising 
for two times. 
 
There is non fluent symptom 
occurs in this utterance. Edwyn 
Collins gets difficulty in sayning 
surprising in a good and proper 
way so it becomes  
sseeh..sshh..surprising. It is 
also marked by a part when  he 
attempts to utter never but it 
turns into ennn.. never. There is 
also aa..an.. before he utters 
“it’s first...” 
  
036/E/31
:05/MJ/
B/NF 
I remember back 
then i was 
serious..(pause)  
aaa.. and.. do it 
again.. cause 
practice practice.. 
you  must practice.. 
and.. aaa... I 
      √          Non fluent symptomp happens 
during this utterance. As it is 
marked by pause for few 
seconds and continue with aaa... 
before Edwyn Collins utters 
“and.. do it again..” and it also 
happens before he utters “I 
want...”  
  
 
 
 
 
ww..want to sing of 
attitude and 
commitment... 
It is also when he attempts to 
utter want in a good way but he 
gets trouble in uttering it so it 
becomes non fluently uttered;  
www...want. 
037/E/33
:50/MJ/
B/PLP+
NF 
wh..off..wwhh..ww
wh..rgghh..woke up 
early in facing it 
in...but..beby..beb. 
eee... it cause mee.. 
(it’s because of me) 
aa.. confident to get 
ba..by what 
eum..eumm.. i’m 
trying to say... 
   √   √          In this utterance the impairment 
is clearly showed. There is non 
fluent issue when Edwyn 
Collins attempts to utter woke 
up but it turn into  
wh..off..wwhh..wwwh..rgghh..w
oke up.  In other part there are 
also  in...but..beby..beb. eee.. 
and  aa.. confident to get ba..by 
what eum..eumm.. before he 
utters “im trying to say...” in 
this utterance the ability in 
uttering fluently a sentence is 
totally impaired. 
 
There is also phonological 
literal paraphasia occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
utters a phrase it’s because of 
me /ɪt’s bɪ’kɒz ɒv mi:/ but it 
turns into / ɪt’s ’kɒz mi:/ he 
deletes several phonemes such 
  
 
 
 
 
as /b/ /ɪ/ /ɒ/ /v/ so it is 
classified into phoneme deletion 
in phonological literal 
paraphasia issue.  
038/E/38
:10/MJ/
B/NF 
I feel... a..a sense of 
aa.. eum.. who I 
aam..a.aa.. sense of 
what I’m capable of 
next on.. a..a sense 
of who I was..ah..for 
my stuff.. 
√       √          There is word repetition a issue 
occurs in this utterance in three 
part of this utterance, it always 
occurs before a word sense. 
 
Non fluent symptom happens in 
this utterance as it is marked by 
a..a.. and eum... during the 
utterance.  
  
039/E/38
:47/MJ/
B/NF 
I remember.. my 
recording..assh...stud
io..(pause) a place 
that I block walking 
in..(pause) it’s my 
world i said 
      √          Non fluent symptom happens in 
this utterance as it is marked by 
pause in the middle of Edwyn 
Collins’ utterance. Pause occurs 
before he utters “...a place that I 
block walking in...” and it also 
occurs before he continues to 
utter “...it’s my world i said.” 
 
  
040/E/41
:49/MJ/
B/RP 
it’s heart breaking to 
end this studio, 
pushing to home 
again.. I..i’m 
concentrating on 
the..the music and 
√                There is repetition issue happens 
in this utterance as Edwyn 
Collins tries to say “I’m 
concentrating on...” but he 
repeats I for two times so that it 
becomes .. “I..i’m concentrating 
  
 
 
 
 
it’s...ah..a..heart 
breaking stuff 
“. Word repetition also occurs 
when he utters the for two 
times. It should be “I’m 
concentrating on the music” 
without repeating the two times. 
041/E/42
:07/MJ/
B/AG 
it must a 
match..aaa..i cry(ing) 
my eyes off... 
     √           There is agrammatism that 
occurs in this utterance, in order 
to say i cry my eyes off Edwyn 
Collins makes it into  i cry(ing) 
my eyes off , he adds ing after 
the word cry which leads to the 
sentence error that makes 
grammarly not correct. 
  
042/E/44
:24/MJ/
B/RP+P
LP+NF 
A..aa..an.. 
buttt..aa..aa.. I..am 
not sure.. ish..( 
it’s)..the the 
stuuudio... is gone 
for me... 
√   √   √          Edwyn Collins also has trouble 
in the repetition as he repeats 
the for two times, it should be 
“...the studio is gone for me” but 
he makes it into “...the the 
studio is gone for me”  
 
There is also phonological 
literal paraphasia issue occurs in 
the middle of his utterance as he 
would like to say it’s /ɪts / but it 
turns into /ɪsʃ/ he deletes the 
phonen /t/ and adds the 
phoneme /ʃ/ in the end of the 
  
 
 
 
 
word. 
 
Non fluent symptomp happens 
in the beginning of the 
utterance, in order to say “I am 
not sure...” Edwyn Collins has 
fluency trouble in the beginning 
so it becomes “A..aa..an.. 
buttt..aa..aa.. I..am not sure..” 
 
043/E/46
:57/MJ/
B/RP+N
M+NF 
Six times.. I did.. 
sixty.. five days in a 
year.. noo.. what’s 
it.. no..no.. sixty 
(pause) *sigh* 
..eum.. one, two, 
three, six...sixty five 
in ad ..a..a.. year 
√ √     √          There is also word repetition 
happens as he repeats six and 
sixty because he also has trouble 
in the memory so the word 
repetition is a way to help him 
uttering the word that he means. 
He also repeats no for two times 
before he utters “...sixty...”. 
 
Naming issue occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins has 
a trouble in mentioning a word  
year. 
 
Edwyn Collins has trouble in 
uttering and remembering how 
many days he has been through 
with the aphasia. So non fluent 
  
 
 
 
 
symptom occurs as it is marked 
by pause and  several humming 
; eum and aa.. 
 
044/E/47
:33/MJ/
B/RP+N
F 
Ja..je..ja..january, 
february, march, 
april, june, sshh 
(pause) 
...asshh...hmm.. 
aaa...ath.. 
eummm...(pause) 
ashh.. shh.. six.. 
eum.. seven.. eum.. 
sixty (pause) four.. 
*sigh* no.. sixty six 
four.. euthh.. *sigh* 
euth.. aghh.. eum.. 
help me... 
√      √          There is also word repetition 
issue occurs in this utterance as 
Edwyn Collins repeats the 
words; six, four, and sixty for 
two times during the utterance. 
 
Non fluent symptom is really 
clear in this utterance as in the 
beginning Edwyn Collins has 
trouble in uttering January 
becomes  Ja..je..ja..january. 
there is also pause and humming 
in several part of his utterance, 
such as ; eum, ssshhh, agghh, 
aaa. The fluency is really 
impaired in this utterance. 
  
045/E/51
:26/MJ/
B/NM+P
LP+NF 
I got.. boost from 
Saviour each 
day..aa..thee..aaa..al
l the time 
but..eum..better 
brightly im getting 
better and better 
and better.. but no.. 
 √  √   √          There is naming issue occurs as 
Edwyn Collins having trouble in 
mentioning a phrase new record 
thus it becomes yureekap.  
 
There is also phonological 
literal paraphasia occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins has 
  
 
 
 
 
yureekap (new 
record) moment for 
me 
impairment in uttering word; 
new record but it becomes  
yureekap which leads to the 
uknown word. 
 
Non fluent symptom occurs in 
this utterance as Edwyn Collins 
in order to say “I got boost from 
Saviour each day all the time...” 
but it turns into “I got.. boost 
from Saviour each 
day..aa..thee..aaa..all the 
time...” 
 
046/E/51
:54/MJ/
B/RP 
Precious.. keep 
going.. Edwyn.. 
keep going.. little.. 
up and up and up 
and up and up and 
up and up... 
√                There is word repetition occurs 
in this utterance. A phrase keep 
going is repeated for two times 
in this utterance and words up & 
and are repeted for six to seven 
times. 
  
047/E/52
:49/MJ/
B/PLP+
NF 
ishh (means it’s)..a.. 
amazing to be in 
how it orphanage 
aa.. how it 
develops..eum..aaa.. 
the buibing 
(building) 
is..aa..wonderest 
   √   √          Phonological literal 
paraphasiaoccurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
utters it’s /ɪts/ becomes /ɪsʃ/, he 
deletes phoneme /t/ in the 
middle of the word and adds /ʃ/ 
in the end of the word it’s. 
Phonological literal paraphasia 
  
 
 
 
 
thing issue also happens when Edwyn 
Collins utters building /‘bɪldɪŋ/ 
into /‘bɪbɪŋ/ he deletes two 
phonemes /l/ and /d/ then 
replaces it with phoneme /b/. 
 
Non fluent symptom occurs in 
several part of Edwyn Collins’ 
utterance, such as aa... before 
how, wonderest, and the 
weeping, eum... before the 
weeping in sequence to the aa.. 
048/E/53
:09/MJ/
B/RP 
brightly the..the 
dreams.. I’m talking 
about are 
clear..vision.. 
√                There is word repetition occurs 
in this utterance, Edwyn Collins 
repeats the for two times in the 
phrase the dreams. It should be  
“brightly the dreams I’m talking 
about are clear vision” 
  
049/E/54
:00/MJ/
B/NF 
Grace helped 
me..aa..life--a lot 
through 
the..eum...dark days 
(pause) ..she set 
me..aa.. free 
      √          Non fluent symptom happens as 
Edwyn Collins would like to say 
“Grace helped me a lot through 
the dark days, she set me free” 
but he has a trouble in the 
fluency. Thus, it makes several 
humming occurs in this 
utterance such as aa... and 
  
 
 
 
 
eum... There is also pause in the 
middle of his utterance, before 
Edwyn Collins continues to 
utters she set me free.  
050/E/54
:27/MJ/
B/NF 
Grace will... h-help 
me to..eum...get out 
in the world.... I 
said.. 
      √          Non fluent symptom occur in 
this utterance as Edwyn Collins 
has trouble in uttering help 
becomes h-help and also there is 
humming eum before he utters 
“...get out in the world...” 
  
051/E/54
:42/MJ/
B/NF 
I.. 
ww...want..tooo..ex
press my 
observ...vation...on 
life, what it 
is..aupp...to 
beee..a..aa..a.. live 
and 
feel..aa.aaa...aa..sen
se of joy... 
√      √          Non-word repetition issue 
occurs in this utterance as it is 
marked by aaa.. that happens 
two times before the words live 
and sense. 
 
There is several non fluent 
symptom in this utterance, for 
the first Edwyn Collins has 
trouble in uttering want in a 
proper way so it becomes  
ww...want.. and also when he 
utters observation turns into  
observ...vation... there is also 
humming like aaa... in several 
part of thi utterance.   
  
 
 
 
 
052/E/55
:46/MJ/
B/PLP+
NF 
whaaat..could..i 
do..with this..situ--
ation...aa...ish..ish..*
sigh* ish(it’s) 
difficult 
to...eum...to...put 
into words 
√   √   √          There is non word repetition 
occurs in this utterance, as it is 
marked by ish for three times 
before Edwyn Collins utters 
difficult. 
 
Phonological literal paraphasia 
occurs in the middle of his 
utterance he repeats it for three 
times; he should utters it’s /ɪts/ 
but it becomes /ɪsʃ/ he deletes 
the phoneme /t / in the middle of 
the word and adds /ʃ/ in the end 
of the word. 
 
There is non fluent symptom 
when Ewdyn Collins would like 
to say situation he tends to make 
it in a breaking-word. He breaks 
it into  situ—ation. There is also 
humming eum... in the middle of 
the utterance as it is classified as 
the symptom of non fluent. 
  
053/E/57
:37/MJ/
B/RP+N
F 
possibly.. aa.. before 
my stroke.. i was a 
better to focus.. aa.. 
the next.. ee..stage 
√      √          Word repetition occurs in this 
utterance as it is marked by 
repeating no for two times 
before ”i was nice...”. 
  
 
 
 
 
of my 
career..eum..no..no..
ee..  i was nice.. dont 
get me wrong.. 
but...eeeum...  i 
reckon in a way.. 
eummm... over that 
face 
 
Non fluent also occurs in this 
utterance as it is marked by 
humming in the middle part of 
the sentence, such as euummm 
and aaa... Edwyn Collins also 
has a trouble in uttering stage so 
it becomes ee..stage.  
054/E/58
:38/MJ/
B/NF 
my songs are.. kind 
of like aa.. aa 
meeting place..eee... 
to..store my ideas.. i 
say.. aa..crazy way 
of.. aaa... 
understanding but.. 
aff.. it works for me 
√      √          Word repetition a occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
would like to say a meeting 
place but it turns into aa.. aa 
meeting place. 
 
Non fluent symptom occurs in 
this utterance as it is marked by 
aaa... and  eee... as it is 
classified to be the symptom of 
the non fluent.  
  
 
055/E/59
:17/MJ/
B/AG 
Grace is asleep.. i 
woke her up and 
what is it, Edwyn? 
I’m..write this 
dairy.. i’m coming 
with this new lyric.. 
     √           Agrammatism occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
attempts to say that when Grace 
is sleep he wakes her up and 
Grace shocks to see Edwyn is 
writing something. In the 
middle of the utterance he utters 
“I’m..write this dairy...” there 
are two predicates in a sentence 
  
 
 
 
 
that leads this symptom to the 
agrammatism issue. It should be 
“I write this diary...” 
 
056/E/59
: 
34/MJ/B
/RP 
I’m searching for 
the truth..I’m 
searching 
for..theee.thee 
truth.. and Grace 
thought that was a 
joke..and..and.. 
serious 
√                There is repetition issue in this 
utterance when he utters ”I’m 
searching for the truth” he 
repeats that sentence for two 
times during this utterance.  
 
Repetition is also marked by the 
and and that he repeats for two 
times in this utterance. 
  
057/E/01
:00:04/
MJ/B/R
P+PLP+
NF 
I... I... want to get on 
with...(pause) life 
and.. aa.. looking 
back is nostalgic i 
want to get on with.. 
p-possibilities are 
hadafbe (a head of 
me) ...looking back 
is not for me... 
(pause) looking 
forward is a way... 
√   √   √          There is word repetition issue in 
this utterance as Edwyn Collins 
repeats I for two times in the 
beginning of the sentence.  
 
Phonological literal 
paraphasiaissue occurs when 
Edwyn Collins utters a head of 
me /ɘ hɛd ɒv mi:/ but he makes 
it into /hɛd  ɒv bi: /   
 
Non fluent symptom also occurs 
here as it is marked by aa...  in 
the middle of the sentence 
  
 
 
 
 
before he utters “...looking back 
is nostalgic...”. he also has 
trouble in uttering possibilities 
in a proper way so it becomes  
p-possibilities which is he 
repeats phoneme /p/ before 
uttering possibilities. 
058/E/01
:01:08/
MJ/B/R
P+NF 
enn...no..no..no.. 
no..  nn the 
shadow..a.. a.. is..of 
the choo...the 
chorus..zee..eee... 
thirty one years of 
rock and roll..aa.. 
the chorus what the 
heck i’m leaving 
now, what the heck 
leaving now, what 
the heck i’m leaving 
now, what the heck... 
is up.. 
√      √          There is word repetition in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
repeats no for four times in the 
beginning of the sentence and 
non word repetition as he 
repeats a after he utters “..the 
word...” for two times. 
 
Non fluent also occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins has 
trouble in uttering chorus in a 
proper way so it turns into  
chorus..zee..eee... 
  
059/E/01
:03:08/
MJ/B/PL
P+AG+
NF 
aa.. I.. want to make 
(s)pecial music but 
aa...aa..a... my lyrics 
aaa..aa.aaa...arr..re..c
ord still (still arent 
recorded) 
   √  √ √          Phonological literal paraphasia 
also occurs in this utterance 
when Edwyn Collins attempts to 
utter special /ʼspɛʃ(ə)l/ he 
deletes the first phoneme /ʼs/ 
that makes it sounds like 
  
 
 
 
 
/pɛʃ(ə)l/  
 
Agrammatism happens in the 
last part of this utterance, it 
should be my lyrics aren’t 
recorded  but it turns into “my 
lyrics 
aaa..aa.aaa...arr..re..cord” still 
he switches the word still to the 
end of the sentence so it makes 
this sentence is not grammarly 
correct and understandable.  
 
Non fluent symptom happens in 
this utterance as there is aaa... 
in several part of this utterance 
that leads into sentence that non 
fluently uttered. 
060/E/01
:04:56/
MJ/B/R
P+PLP 
Yeaa...eumm... six 
months in.. in... 
hostal (hospital) i 
couldn’t 
say..aa...aa.. word 
yes and no and the 
possibilities are 
endless... and.. I... I 
dont know Ish (it’s) 
a good luck and 
√   √             Word repetition occurs in this 
utterance as he utters in for two 
times before the word hospital. 
It should be “six months in 
hospital...” without repeating in. 
He also repeats an article a for 
two times before word and he 
repeats and for two times before 
the word the possibilities are 
endless. 
  
 
 
 
 
charm... yes correct..  
There is also phonological 
literal paraphasia happens in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
attempts to utter hospital // but it 
turns into // he deletes the 
phoneme /p/ in the middle of the 
word which leads this into the 
symptom of PLP.  
This not only happens on word 
hospital  but also in the word 
it’s. He utters it’s /ɪts/ into /ɪsʃ/ 
as he deletes /t/ in the middle of 
the word and adds /ʃ/ in the end 
of the word. 
061/E/01
:09:10/
MJ/B/N
F 
nothing to do with 
it... // annoying... // I 
haven’t to prove 
that... //  
it’s a good relax...  
//  possibly you.. 
are...aaa...interested.
.. 
      √          Non fluent occurs in this 
utterance when Edwyn Collins 
is having conversation with his 
wife. The last part of his 
conversation he gets delaying 
after uttering are so it occurs 
aaa... as it has been classified 
into the symptom of non fluent. 
  
062/E/01
:11: 
23/MJ/B
/NF 
i feel the truth my 
love once more, i 
feel the life is good 
to feel... Yaa.. i got 
      √          There is non fluent symptom 
that occurs in this utterance as it 
is marked by pause and 
humming; eumm... after Edwyn 
  
 
 
 
 
it, and practicing 
(pause) ...eumm... to 
my vocal tomorrow 
so...  
Collins utters “Yaa, i got it, and 
practicing...”  
063/E/01
:15: 
44/MJ/B
/AG+NF 
Back then.. Love is a 
bless.. love and is 
aaa... sometimes 
complex. Nowadays 
love is aaa... real 
     √ √          Agrammatism occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
would like to say “Love is a 
bless and love is sometimes 
complex...” but he utters it into “ 
Love is a bless.. love and  is 
aaa... sometimes complex...” 
that he replaces conjunction; 
and that it shoud be uttered 
before the second sentence. 
 
Non fluent symptom also occurs 
in this utterance as it is marked 
by aaa... for two times during 
the utterance.. 
  
064/E/01
:17: 
52/MJ/B
/RP+AG
+NF 
Ish (it’s)... *sigh* 
ish a weird 
feeling..aa..ish..ish...
to..backk 
to...eumm..eumm... 
(pause) 
eum..eum...nor..mali
ity.. and back to 
aa..future and back 
√     √ √          There is word repetition issue in 
this utterance as Edwyn Collins 
repeats it’s for four times during 
this utterance. Edwyn also 
repeats a phrase back to for two 
times in the last of this 
utterance.  
 
Agrammatism issue happens in 
  
 
 
 
 
to open...*laugh* this utterance as Edwyn Collins 
tries to say it’s /ɪts/ but it turns 
into /ɪsʃ/ he omits the phoneme 
/t/ and adds phoneme / ʃ / in the 
end of the word. 
 
Non fluent symptom also occurs 
here as it is marked by pause 
and humming eumm... for four 
times before he utters normality. 
He is laso having trouble in 
uttering normality in a way 
proper so it becomes into word-
breaking  nor..maliity..   
065/E/01
:18: 
48/MJ/B
/RP+AG
+NF 
back then before my 
stroke i was..eum... 
positive no after life 
but now i’m..’i’m... 
not sure..an..an.. 
after life possibly but 
i’m not sure.. 
Let see what 
happens... 
√     √ √          Repetition issue occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
would like to say “I’m not 
sure...” but there is word 
repetition in “I’m” for two times  
so it becomes “I’m..I’m... not 
sure...” also there is non word 
repetition; an before the word 
after for two times.  
 
Agrammatism occurs in this 
utterance as Edwyn Collins 
would like to say that he is 
positive believe that there is no 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
after life, but now he is possibly 
believes it, but not so sure. He 
utters it into “I was..eum... 
positive no after life but now 
i’m..’i’m... not sure..an..an.. 
after life possibly but i’m not 
sure...” 
 
There is also non fluent 
symptom; eum... that occurs 
before he utters ”...in positive..” 
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Phonetically 
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Speech 
Produced 
Phoneme(s) 
Change 
Types 
01/E/02:
43/A/PA 
I was realize 
/ʌɪ wɒz 
‘rɪəlʌɪz/ 
/ʌɪ wɒz 
zɪəlʌɪz/ 
/z/ enc. /r/ → 
/z/ 
Assimilation / 
Progressive 
Assimilation 
02/E/05:
05/A/PA 
Tear dropped /tɪər drɑpt/  
/tɪər 
rɑpt/ 
/r/ enc. /d/ → 
/r/ 
Assimilation / 
Progressive 
Assimilation 
03/E/15:
35/A/RP
A 
Young bird /jʌŋ bə:d/ /jʌmbə:d/ 
/ŋ/ enc. /b/ 
alters into /m/ 
Assimilation / 
Reciprocal 
Assimilation 
04/E/51:
26/A/RA 
For me /fɔ:r mi:/ /fɔ:m mi:/ 
/r/ enc. /m/ → 
/m/ 
Assimilation / 
Regressive 
Assimilation 
05/E/53:
09/A/RP
A 
I’m talking 
(a)bout 
/ʌɪm ‘tɔ:kɪŋ 
ə’baʊt/ 
/ʌɪm 
‘tɔ:kɪmba
ʊt/ 
/ŋ/ enc. /ə’/ & 
/b/ alters into 
/m/   
Assimilation / 
Reciprocal 
Assimilation 
06/E/54:
27/A/RP
A 
Get out /ɡɛt aʊt/ /ɡɛʈaʊt/ 
/t/ enc. /a/ 
alters into /ʈ/ 
Assimilation / 
Reciprocal 
Assimilation 
07/E/01:
00:04/A/
PA 
Get on /ɡɛt ɒn/ /ɡɛt tɒn/ 
/t/ enc. /ɒ/ → 
/t/  
Assimilation / 
Progressive 
Assimilation 
 
 
 
 
08/E/01:
18:48/A/
RA 
After life /’ɑ:ftər lʌɪf/ 
/’ɑ:ftəl 
lʌɪf/ 
/r/ enc. /l/ → 
/l/ 
Assimilation / 
Regressive 
Assimilation 
09/E/30:
36/D 
Su(r)prising /sə’rprʌɪzɪŋ/ 
/sə’prʌɪzɪ
ŋ/ 
/r/ in a stressed 
syllable 
Dissimilation 
10/E/47:
33/D 
Feb(r)uary /‘fɛbrʊəri/ /‘fɛbʊəri/ 
/r/ in a stressed 
syllable 
Dissimilation 
11/E/07:
48/DL/S
Y 
St(r)oke /strəʊk/ /stəʊk/ /r/ is deleted 
Deletion / 
Syncope 
12/E/17:
00/DL/S
Y 
Free /fri:/ /fi:/ /r/ is deleted 
Deletion / 
Syncope 
13/E/29:
43/DL/S
Y 
Fi(r)st time /fə:rst tʌɪm/  
/fə:st 
tʌɪm/ 
/r/ is deleted 
Deletion / 
Syncope 
14/E/38:
10/DL/A
PH 
I’m capable of 
/ʌɪm 
‘keɪpəb(ə)l 
(ə)v/ 
/ʌm 
‘keɪpəb(ə)
l (ə)v/ 
/ɪ/ is deleted 
Deletion/ 
Apharesis 
15/E/54:
42/DL/S
Y 
Exp(r)ess /ɪk’sprɛs/ /ɪk’spɛs/ /r/ is deleted 
Deletion / 
Syncope 
16/E/59:
17/DL/S
Y 
I woke (h)er 
up 
/ʌɪ wəʊk hə: 
ʌp/ 
/ʌɪ wəʊk 
ə: ʌp/ 
/h/ is deleted 
Deletion / 
Syncope 
17/E/01:
03:08/D
(S)pecial /‘spɛʃ(ə)l/ /pɛʃ(ə)l/ /‘s/ is deleted 
Deletion / 
Syncope 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L/APH 
18/E/01:
04:56/D
L/SY 
Hos(pi)tal /‘hɒspɪt(ə)l/ /‘hɒst(ə)l/ 
/p/ & /ɪ/ are 
deleted 
Deletion / 
Syncope 
19/E/04:
44/I 
Sc(r)ary /‘skɛ:ri/ /‘skrɛ:ri/ /r/ is inserted Insertion 
20/E/13:
52/I 
I can see(n) /ʌɪ kən si:/ 
/ʌɪ kən 
si:n/ 
/n/ is inserted Insertion 
21/E/13:
56/I 
Mind(s) /mʌɪnd/ /mʌɪnds/ /s/ is inserted Insertion 
22/E/20:
23/I 
(h)easy /‘i:zi/ /h‘i:zi/ /h/ is inserted Insertion 
23/E/28:
30/I 
About(s) /ə’baʊt/ /ə’baʊts/ /s/ is inserted Insertion 
24/E/41:
49/I 
heart 
break(s)ing 
stuff 
/hɒ:t breɪkɪŋ 
stʌf/ 
/hɒ:t 
breɪksɪŋ 
stʌf/ 
/s/ is inserted Insertion 
